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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

United Press International

In Our tlst Year

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, July 25, 1970

Murray Little League
Wins District Title
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

The Murray little league allstars edged Paducah Southern 4-3
last night to win the Mayfield
District little league tournament.
Paducah jumped out in front in
the thrill packed game with a run
in the top of the first and Murray
came back with two in their half
of the inning on itin scoring
singles by David Frank and
Lindsey Hudspeth.

10* Per Copy

Vol. LXXXXI No. 175
VV.

Vocational School
For Area To Locate
Here Says Official

Playing With
Fire Pays Off
For Wheeler

Thundershowers
Scatter Over
Southern Half

Joel Ellington Speaks
To Rotary CIO Thursday

Fire Fire! Fire! "Fire On
The Mountain", Billy Edd
_ New COMO once again Jon
Wheeler's smashing hit musical
Pberce, he of the feinschmecker and gourmet dissertation
Murray added another run in has extended its run through
who says that elephants are the third when Hudspeth reached Saturday, August 1, at t h e
Playhouse
Dinnergood to eat, that is if you like first with his second hit and Pioneer
Theatre in Danville, Ky.
elephants.
ran Road and north of an exscored on an infield to keep the
By United Press International
By At C. Garrott
"Fire" is a compliment to
tension of Sycamore Street.
game close
•Thundershowers
Apparently
scattered
vocational
a
new
Wheeler's other abilities of
He writes u follows:
The new facility, Ellington
over
much
education
of
the
school in Murray ii
southern half
singing, acting and song writDear Jim,
of the nation today and isolated assured, the Murray Rotary said, is expected to provide
ing.
Wheeler
has
written
such
I was intrigued by the recipe
showers dotted the North. Club was told at their regulai training in automobile mechaMurray scored what proved to songs as "Jackson" recorded
you gave in your column last
nics, auto body repair, distriClear, midsummer weather meeting on
be
the
winning
by
Sinatra
Nancy
and
run
Lee
in
Hathe fourth
week for elephant stew and I
OH Ma Philmont: Don Robinson, left and Ricky Lowe left this
butive education, electricity,
prevailed
on
over
singles
most
zelwood,
of
"Comingby
the
The
Of
Raymond Sims and
thought you might be interestmorning with Expidition Leader Ed Veazey for dr famed
business and office procedures
construction
Final
of
the
or
plena
Donni
Roads"
nation.
recorded by Judy ColWilliams and a passed
•
ed in a variant. Here it is as,
and carpentry.
Philmont Scout Ranch in New Mexico. The two Eagle Scouts will
sevpr.
ay hit out Paducah 10 lins, and others performed by return to Murray
activity the 32,000 sq. ft. facility are
abstracted from 1..e
Of primary interest to induson August 12.
in the littgrOific
d were led by Hudspeth The Eingston Trio and Hank
lifa
ily night expected to be completed by trial organizations investigating
tionnaire de Cuisine by Meir'w
Staff
Photo
by
Gene
M
oru
tch eon diminished today. Three-quar- September 1, Joel Ellington,
Snow.
who
hpd
three
hits
and Tony
andre Dumas, pere, Circa 1879.
the possibility of locating in
ter inch diameter hail and manager of the Mayfield office West Kentucky, Ellington said,
"Elephant. Let the reader be Boone who added two hits, one a "Fire On The Mountain",
state's
the
Division
of
of
Emwhich
opened
July
13
to
three
a
inches
of rain pelted
unafraid. He is not condemned double.
is the availability of manpowstanding ovation, is the "kneeColorado Springs, Colo., in 45 ployment Service, told the Ro- er training facilities.
to eat the whole elephant. But
tarians.
slappinest"
musical you may
minutes Friday night.
peat time he finds himself in Tony Thurmond went the
"The areas in which they
ever have the chance to see,
Prescott, Ariz., had more
possession of the trunk or feet distance
The target date for complet- are most interested," he said,
to record his second and it plays nightly except
, of an elephant...Ike ask Neu to tuurnarnern
thou one. inch of rain Friday ion of the school is_ September, "are welding, machine were
Revival-zservices
held .at
will in as many:Sundays.
prepare them
evening.
.we shall indi- starts. He struck.out 10
1071, he said in
on tion, automobile mechanics.
gi_e_
Baptist
Much
_fork
West
walked 2 - air Noel -Coward's- hauntingcate, and let us know how he
a telephone contact with state clerk-stenographers and licena
Scatted
re
--thundershowers
starting
Monday,
July 27, and
and gave up 8 hits. He thrilled the ly funny "Blithe Spirit" will
likes them.
were
predicted
from
the officials regarding the project ed practical nursing."
continuing through Sunday,
Today (1870) Cochin China Murray crowd by striking out the open Monday, August 3. For re- August 2.
Rockies and the interior ff the earlier in the day.
In reviewing the area's need
side
in
the
last
inning.
Murray
servations, write or phone:
Estimated to cost approxi- for vocational training twilit
(ind China) is probably the
Two Murray Eagle Scouts left Southwest ofto the Southeast
Bro.
Otis
Jones,
pastor
will
of
next
the
play
Tuesday
night at "Pioneer Playhouse Dinner only country where elephants
mately $600,000, the school has los, Ellington pointed out that
Ferguson Springs Baptist Church this morn ing at 6:00 o'clock for a today. Rain also was expected
been proposed as a part of the Calloway County has an unemare eaten, and their flesh is 7:00 here in Murray against Theatre, U.S. 150, Danville, Ky,
experience.
once
to
lifetime
spread
in
a
to
the
North
Pacific
in
Marshall
County, will be the
considered a great delicacy Henderson in the second phase of 40422, Area Code 606-236-2747."
new Murgriy..High School, boon ployment rate of about 5 perevangelist for the services each Ricky Lowe and Larry Robinson Coast this evening, the U.S. to be unWeir coostruction on
there. When the King has one district tournament play. David
a
Expedition
Leader
left
Weather
with
Ed
Burreau
said.
evening at 7:30. He has served as
Frank is the probable starter for
(Continued on Page Eight)
40-acre tract just east of DoVeazy this morning for the
pastor
of
the
Flint,
Kirksey,
Murray.
and
The
Murray
players
(-Continued on Page Eight)
Sugar Creek Baptist churches in 130,000 acre Philmont Scout
NO TEEN TOWN
had a fine following at Mayfield
Ranch and Explorer Base located
Calloway County.
and played some exciting
The Teen Town at the First , Paul
Henderson will be leading near Cirnarron, New Mexico.
baseball and a large crowd is
United Methodist Church will the song service.
The pastor, Veazy is with the Tennessee
espected here for Tuesday nights
not be open on Saturday even- Rev. Heyward
Roberts, and the Valley Authority and has worked
game.
ing, July 25.
church invite the public to attend in scouting for some years.
Lowe is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hobert M . Lowe of 317 North 8th
manager of the Chlor-Alkali pollution. Putt discovered
By ISABELLE HALL
in
Street. He is an Eagle Scout with WASHINGTON (UP!) —The plant in Orrington, Maine: April
The funeral for Cohen V.
to be "an imminent
Bronze Palm. He has earned the Justice Department said Friday -We've been cooperating with health
Stubblefield, former sheriff of
hazard" in many areas
God and Country award and is a it would sue eight companies the State Environment Im- ofthenation.
Calloway County for two terms,
member of the Order of the under a little used 1899 law to provement Commission and
will be held today at two p.m. at
1899 Law
Arrow. He is Secretary of the make them stop polluting the with the FWQA (Federal Water
the chapel of the BlalockMitchell said the governChoctaw
Chapter
of
the
White, waters of seven states with Quality Administration) and ment
Coleman Funeral Home with
would move under the
,Feather Lodge Number 499 and is poisonous mercury wastes.
Rev. H.R. Winchester officiating.
even the Food and Drug 1899 Refuse Act against such
a member of Troop 45 sponsored
Pallbearers will be Vernon The Purchase Area Crime Purcnase Area Region, which
Administrations
been up here corporate giants as Allied
Murray is on the Police Com- by the First United Methodist Attorney General John N
Roberts, Euel Bray, Earl Steele, Council comprehensive report includes the counties of mittee
Mitchell said he would ask loca to take samples. We've said Chemical Co., Weyerhauser Co.,
of the Council and City Church.
Johnny Anderson, Frank Mon- has been issued to the par. Calloway, Ballard, Carlisle, Judge
Donald Overby is on the Robinson is the son of Mr. and U.S. attorneys to bring 10 civil we'll do everything it takes to
tgomery, J.C. Dunn, Clyde tkipating members.
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Courts Committee.
solve the problem if we have (Continued on Page Eight)
Robert Holt, Mrs. D 0 Robinson, 808 North suits in courts from Maine to
Steele, and Calton Morgan.
The Council headquarters is Marshall, and MCCracken; Assistant
Chief of Police of 18th Street. He obtained iris Washington State, based on in- one ... this is why it comes as
Burial will be In the Ricks fixated at Benton and is com- develop a plan for the im. Paducah
is chairman of the Eagle Scout rank in 1968 and his formation submitted to the Such a Shock."
Cemetery with the arrangements posed of members of law en- provement of criminal justice council.
As for Georgia Pacific and its
God and Country award in 1969. Justice Department by Interior discharge into Puget Sound,.
by the Blalock-Coleman Funeral forcement agencies within the within the Region; review ap• The comprehensive
Secretary
Walter
Hickel
J.
report
Purchase area.
Home.
plications for Action Grant: indicates that the most fun- He attended-111e National Jamwhich Hickel singled out as the
boree in Idaho last year also. He Several of the companies
Stubblefield, age 63, died
The purpose of the Council is riginating in the Purchase Area damental achievement
of the is a member of the Order of the expressed surprise at Mitchell's largest polluter among the
;1..•
'
a
_
•
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Murray-Calloway County
1111
e
ustice proposed projects, and tc the whole of the criminal justice
mpany al • •veloped a Summer Concert Band will
troop 45.
they had been cooperating with
Hospital. He served as sheriff planning agency for all units of determine their conformity with system "is taking a
long look and The two Eagle Scouts and their State, and in - Some cases, total recycling system that present it's annual "Straw Hat"
from 1958 to 1962 and 1966 to 1968 local government within the the needs and priorities stated in
eliminares even. trace amounts concert on Tuesday, July 28th
in
Erpedition Leader will return to Federal agencies to halt the of mercury.
when he resigned due to ill
the Regional Plan for Im- (Continued on Page Eight)
the University School Auditorium
dumping
mercury
wastes.
Murray
of
August
on
12.
Side tours
The suits would be the first at 7:00
health.
provement of Criminal Justice.'
p.m.
Peter
De
will include the Truman Museum Said
Angelis, aimed at halting mercury
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
The Crime Council covers an
The Summer Band, under the
in Independence, Missouri, the
Fannie Hendon Stubblefield; two
area which contains well over
•
•
direction of Prof. Paul W. Shahan
Eisenhower Museum at Abilene,
sons, Jackie Stubblefield of
100,000 persons.
Fire From Short
will present; "A Festive OverKansas,
the
Air
Force
Academy
Murray and Billy Joe Stub
Chief of Police James Brown of
ture"
by Alfred Reed, "FanKansas,
in
Koshare
Kive
in
blefield of Paducah; one sister,
The Murray Fire Department faronade" by Robert Starer,
Colorado, McConnell Air Force
Mrs. Nella S. Outland of
was called to Swann's Grocery on "Declaration For Baritone Solo
Base in Colorado, and Fort
Sinithland; four grandchildren,
The Great Books Discussion South 4th Street on Friday at 9:25 and Band" with Mr. Donald
Leonard Wood in Missouri.
Craig, Vicki, Allen, and Luci
Completely staffed, Philmont Group will meet Monday, July 27, a.m. The fire was from a short Maley soloist, "Presto Chango"
Jane Stubblefield of Paducah.
is a rugged 130.000 acre Scout at seven p.m. at the Murray- and chemicals were used to with Mr. Clarence Riley, French
extinguish the blaze. The two Horn soloist and "Serenata" by
Peter Kuhn, retired letter
Ranch complete with deer, Calloway County Library.
carrier of Murray, succumbed
buffalo, bear, Mountain Lions Mrs. Cecile Droege will lead trucks with thirteen regular Leroy Anderson.
Friday at 2:35 p.m. at the Nance
Two traffic collisions were and a great variety of other the discussion on Postoyezski's firemen were back at the station The concert is open to the
by 9:37 am.
public without charge.
Naraing,kiamc at...Paducah. He
-!-2.114,LeAXE.41122.1Jndergeound• .
vastigatacL.-10....tha—li r.
Vaned Press lalvormatt•■•11
was 75 years of age anda resident
Police Department on Friday. A full range of activit is The public is invited to attend,
of 319 Irvan Street, Murray.
according to Mrs. Margaret
The first occurred at two p.m.
The deceased was born in
Trevathan, librarian.
on South 12th Street in front of the (Continued on Page Eight)
Kentucky: Partly cloudy with Luxembourg, Europe, on August
Liberty Food Market. Cars inlittle change in temperatures 1, 1894, and came to America at
volved were a 1960 Mercury two
through Sunday
Scattered the age of 21. He had been a
door sedan owned by Clara
thundershowers mainly in resident of Murray since 1930 and
Stubblefield and driven by John
southeast portion this afternoon retired aa a letter carrier in 1945
Wayne Stubblefield of Alm()
and evening and again Sunday after twenty-four years of serRoute One, and a 1961 Chevrolet
afternoon
Highs today and vice. He was a member of
four door driven by Mark 1..
Sunday upper 80s and low 90s. Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Parker, 700 Meadow Lane.
By JACK V. FOX
victims.. thereby causing the
lows tonight upper our and low Accepted Masons, American
Murray.
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —The white community
70s.
to
Legion Post 73,and was a charter
turn
Police said Parker was turning state Friday opened its murder
member of Murray Star Chapter
left on South 12th Street off the case against Charles Manson against the black man and
No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star.
Liberty Parking Lot and hit the and three female members of ultimately lead to civil war, a
Masonic services will be held at
Extended Forecast
left rear of the Stubblefield car his "family" by describing, him war Manson foresaw the black
the chapel of the Blalockgoing south on South 12th Street. as a "megalomaniac" who man winning.'-'
He noted the words "pig,"
Extended weather outlook for Coleman Funeral Home tonight
The Parker car in the outside wanted to start a race war.
"helinter skelter," and "rise"
Kentucky Monday -through (Saturday) at eight p.m. Funeral
right lane of traffic skidded
Deputy
District
Attorney
arrangements are incomplete but
Wednesday:
around in the street after the Vincent Bugliosi said in opening
(Continood on Back Page)
Bro. B. R. Winchester
Partly cloudy and warm friends may call at the funeral
collision, according to the police .remarks "the evidence will
Brother B. R. Winchester, report.
Monday through Wednesday with home after six p.m. today
show that one of Manson's
pastor of the Hazel Baptist
widely scattered showers and (Saturday)
Damage to the Stubblefield car principal motives" for murderthundershowers most numerous
The family has requested that Church, will be the evangelist was on the left rear fender and to
ing actress Sharon.Tate and six
during the late afternoons and in lieu in flowers that donations for a series of revival services the Parker car on the right front.
other persons "was to igevenings. Lows in the morning in be made to the Masonic Widows at the Locust Grove Baptist
Friday at 4:50 p.m. a one tar nite...the black-white revolution
Church beginning on Sunday accident occurred on Highway.
the 60s Highs in the afternoons and Orphans Home.
by making it look like the black
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. evening, July 26. and continu- 121 North in front of the Five
upper Ms and low 90s.
people had murdered the The Alrno Church of Christ will Contribution: County Judge Robert 0. Miller hands a check
for
Anna Kuhn of 319 Irvan Street, ing through Sunday morning, Points Welding Service.
TVA LAKE STAGES
have an evening Family Vacation $1800 to Terry Mullins, president of the Murray Calloway County
August
Murray;
2.
three
daughters,
Mrs.
Hub
Paul
Caps
Murray
Eugene
Stolen
Woods
of
By United Press International
Alice Smith of Philadelphia, Pa., ServiCies will be held daily Route Three, driving a 1988 Melanie Mitchell of Hart Hall Bible School. July 27-31, from Rescue Squad. The Fiscal Court voted to make this c antribution
7 a.m. midnight
to the Rescue Squad to aid the squad in purchasing the needed
7:30 to 9:00 p.m.
Monday through Saturday a t Plymouth, going south, hist Dormitory, Murray
State There will be classes for all equipment to carry out
357.6 Fluctuate Mrs. Norma Byron of Willington,
Savannah
their assigned task. The Squad has a new
2:30
and
7:45
p.m.
Services
Del.,
and Mu. Carrie Gilliss of
on control of his car and hit the University, reported to the
Perryville
356.8 fluctuate
Sunday will be at 11:00 a.m ditch, according to the police Murray Police Department ages around the theme, "The Ike- truck which k used to fight fires In the county. The Squad
Cambridge,10Id.;
sister,
one
Mrs.
0.2
Johnsonville
356.8 Fall
does not charge for its services but will accept contributions at
Bible Tells Me So."
and 7:45 p.m.
Friday at 2:30 p.m. that the hub
report.
356.9 Fall 0.1 Ann Kieffer, and two brothers,
Scott Fitzhugh
A special adult class on Mental any time to help defray their expenses of the group. With the
• Sherrill Hicks will be in
Nicholas
and
Frances
Kuhn,
all
caps
had
Woods
been stolen off of her Health wilrbe taught by Dr. Ben purchase of the
was listed as having
F.ggners Ferry 356.9 Fall 0.1
new fire truck, a truck kti available for county fires
been injured on the police report. 1967 Chevrolet Camaro parked in Humphreys and Wilson
357.0 Fall 0.1 of Luxembourg; seven grand- charge of the song services.
Kentucky HW
Gantt. for the first time The Fiscal Court voted to make this conseveral
children;
great
grandcordially
the
is
public
The
invitHart
Damage
tp
Hall
top
the
the
parking
was
the
car
on
lot
Fluctuate
301.8
TW
Kentucky
Every me is cordially invited, a tribution to the Squad at a recent meeting.
.children.
ed to attend these services'.
of the windshield on the left side. previous night
church pokesman said.
Staff Photo by Gene M cCutcheon

West Fork Church
Plans For- Revival

Two Murray
Scouts Leave
For Philmolit

Eight Companies Will Be Sued By
Justice Department Under 1899 Law

Stubblefield Rites
Being Held Today

Purchase Area Crime Council
Issues Report On Study Here

Straw Hat Concert
Set For Tuesday

Peter Kuhn
Dies At
Nursing Home

Bro. Winchester To

Be Revival Speaker

Two Collisions
Are Investigated
By City Police

Great Books Group
To Meet On Monday

WEIDER REPORT

State Opens Case Against
Char-WMa-nson Yesterday

Family Bible School
At The Almo Church
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SATURDAY - JULY 25, 1970

Family Doctors Make More
But Are Working More Too

PUILLASUZD by LIEKNUIL & TIMIS PUBLISHING OOMPANT
Oonsolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, anc
The Tlme•-lieread. October IC ISA and the West Kentuckian
January 1, UHL
MS N. eth $treet, Murray, Beata*,ISM

1:41410Ur week. At the same time,
KANSAS CITY, MO.-A new respondents had at least a small only 44.6 per cent of solo pracless) in net
survey shows that U.S. family increase( 5 per cent or
Medicare titioners, long held by many
doctors have increased their earnings as a result of
tends to medical circles to be the most
This
Medicaid.
and
income since Medicare and
of. many overworked and harried of all
contention
the
support
Medicaid began in 1966, but only
NATIONAL ItZPIABSENTATIVIS: WALLACI WITYJIM 00.. ISW
being U.S. doctors, worked more than
are
they
now
that
doctors
by slightly over 25 per cent for the
"clam Ave, ANBIaPhld. Tana.; Time ai Ws Bldg. New Tort. 14.T.
paid for the services that they 60 hours a week.
asap:season It
Defielt. WW1
highest
percentage-of-increase
•
The most significant general
group. At the same time, this rendered free of charge before conclusion
from the survey would
came
programs
into
federal
the
group-working an average of 59
appear to be that the more a
This
existence.
payment
thus
hours per week in 1965-increased
doctor works, the more he can
the number of hours worked per became primarily net profit
130B8t:IPTION RAT: By Carrier in Murray, per week Sag, lust
earn, but not in direct ratio to
Moran Wel. In Calioway and adjoining counties. per year. $5.100;
week by 15 per cent and number because costs already were
additional hours worked. This is
Zones 1 & a, $14.1A1. iLisowisere $111.04. ALL service subscriptions MOO
of patient visits by the same factored in for patients not
previously charged for service illustrated by the net increase in
percentage.
earnings per patient visit since
The survey results reflect who later became Medicare
1965. For all doctors working
income and related practice data patients.
week,
of 1,000 members of the American The survey shows some other between 41 and 65 hours per
Academy of General Practice, interesting facts. For instance, this increase is stabilized at an
average of about 44 cents. It
national association of family the family physician in general
doctors. Respondents represent practice frequently is thought of drops off sharply to 30 cents in the
an at-random cross-section of the as being largely a creature of 66-70 hour-per-week group, and
LEDGER a TIDIES FILE
United States. They were small towns or rural areas. This plummets to a 14 cent increase
requested
not to sign the survey study of a true vertical and per patient visit for the more than
THE TEKTITE 2 ACWANAUTESSES look none the
worse for wear at Great Lamestunforms or give any identifying horizontal crass-section I on the 70 hour-per.weekgroup.
Bay in the Virgin Islands after spending two
weeks 50 feet beneath the sea. From
information, and advised that no basis of postal zip codes) shows
Members of the Hazel Volunteer Fite Department are pictured
left: Alina M. Szmant, Ann Hartline, Dr. Sylvia
ALMANAC
Earle,
Dr.
Renate
True,
Margaret
attempt
would be made to that 81 per cent of all respondents
akxig with a feature story on the department written by James
Ann Lucas. All in the interests of scientific' research.
live
in
and
towns
practice
larger
monitor
postmarde
or relate
Harmon.
By United Freer, Internauonal
responses to the mailing list in than 5,000, and that 33 per cent of Today is Sat. July 25, the
Miss W ylene Jones has been named chairman of the Baton
them
live
and
practice
in
cities
of
any way.
Twirling contest to be held at the Mtrray-Calloway County Fair.
206th day of 1970 with 159 to
The purpose of the survey was over 100,000 population.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Doran, 1606 Hamilton, are the parents of a
follow.
Along
these
lines,
too,
t
ADULTS 101
to find out how much family
baby boy born at the Murray Hospital July 23.
The moon is in its last
NURSERY 5
doctors had benefited financially survey shows that 57 per cent o quarter.
A half page ad today announces the grand cpening of Dick &
(lectors
who
work
less
than
4
21
1970
JULY
from the two big federal health
Dunn TV and Electrical Company on South I2th Street on July 30.
hours per week practice in The morning star is Saturn.
NEW BOR N ADMISSIONS
Washington, D.C.,
centrai government must more, programs. A recent national towns of less than 25,000, and, by The evening stars are MercuDeclaring that the National
publication had suggested there
ry, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Mrs. Paulette Lucckino and Labor Relations Board has and more intervene in order to had been increases in earnings of contrast, less than 10 per week
keep
the
economy
functioning,"
practice in towns of less than On this day in history:
baby boy, 1602 Dodson Murray. demonstrated clear partlsanshi
Mr. Stewart told the sub- as high as 71 per cent since 100,000. At the same time, the -Tn 1886, Ulysses S. Giant
for labor unions as against emDISMISSALS
committee headed by Senator Medicare. This survey does show survey shows that more doctors became the first American
Mrs. Irene M. Rile)), Rte, 1, ployers, and disregard Of the
Sam Ervin (D., N.C.). "The a rise in net earnings in all groups in towns of 5,000-25,000 worked officer to reach the rank of
LEDGER Si TIMES FILE
Farmington;Miss Cheryl rights of individual employees,
inevitable result would be ex- (categorized by hours worked per more than 61 hours per week than General of the U.S. Army.
Mathes, Rte. 2, Murray; Ronnie the Southern Sates Industrial
tinction of the free enterprise week), but these percentage did doctors in any other com- In 1934, Chancellor Englebert
Arnold, 504 No. 2nd St., Murray; Council today urges that handling
increases range from 5.3 per cent
Dollfuss of Austria was assassystem."
Mrs. Peggy Mitchell, New of unfair labor practice cases be
for doctors working 41-45 hours munity-size category. In other sinated by troops of the Nazi
Members of the Lions Club heard Ty Holland, Murray High
words,
it
would
appear
that
rural
Concord;
Mrs. Dena Dunigan, taken away from the Board and The bill the SSIC supports-S. per week to 26.3 per cent for the
School Coach, discuss the Little League organization at its
black guards as Adolf Hitler
Rte. 1, Benton; Mrs. Margaret turned over to the Federal 3671, with Senator John Tower highest group in terms of per- and small-town doctors do not
U—.
tried
unsuccessfully to take
Blalock, 311 No. 10th St., Murray; Courts.
(R., Tex.) as chief sponsor - centage increase, doctors who necessarily, according to this over the country.
Five registered Jerseys in the herd owned by R. M . Mason of
survey
anyway,
.appear
to
be
any
Wade
Green,
Rte.
2,
Hazel;
The
Mrs.
SSIC,
headquartered
in
tadair
would
for
trial
provide
work
of
116-70 hours per week.
fituray were recently classified under the program of the
T-In-.49+3, King Emmanuel of
,
Jr.ctoor.. in
Frances McKenzie% Puryszr, NashVille,•.-Tannesace, boapract:ces
Dsorii working over 70 bouts !p're overworked inentr=icar: Jersey Cattle Clutia
Italy repliced fascist dictator
larger
centers.
tT
enn.;
Cletus
McDaniel, 307,aSo. membership of 3,000 major &strict courts but would have the per week increased their earMrs. W ilie Marshall, the former Bessie, Collie, was honored
Benito Mussolini.
3rd St., Murray; David Valen- business and industrial firms NLRB continue to conduct union nings by only 18.6 per cent. The A generally-held myth that this
with a shower at the home of Mrs. Elbert Anderson.
In 1952, -Puerto Rico became
tine, Rte. 1, Puryear, Tenn.;- employing over 3,000,000 people. representation elections.
highest percentage-increase- survey appears to open to serious a self-governing U.S. CommonA huge traveling electrical exposition will hold a free two days
question
is
the
one
contending
Dan
iel
Terhune,
804
Arthur
Olive,
W.
Stewart,
Southern
for
Speaking
President
the
goroup
of
doctors, which had an
showing in Murray on August 15 and 16, according to E. S.
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The 197( should prove to be
a decade of growth for the
economy and a dramatic shift
toward youth orientation, Hornblower & Weeks-Hemphill,
Noyes says. One major indusI beneficiary of this trend
11 be the soft drink industry,
hich has proven its resiliency
and resistance to a slowdown in
the rest of the economy. The
industry is particularly attractive for a long-term growth
investment at this time, the
firm believes.

ViET CONG IN CAMBODIA-Wounded and Captured, a
Viet Come prisoner is led ,intoa.dsstrict headquarten_in
Kompong Sven, C;11111%Kila Cur questioning.(Radiophoto)

GHOST ROUTS WORKERS
DURHAM. England (UPI)Eight employes of the Darling.
:on and Simpsons steel mill
"anted off their jobs Wedneslay because they said they saw
1 ghost during the night shift, a
7ompany spokesman said
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Finest F,rsh Team (On Paper)
Ends Orietitatkn. Report Aug.

Jim Bouton
Running Out
Of Places

World Championships Set
At Bristol August 28-30

Members of what has bessi spring star at Alten High in
described, on paper, as one of Dayton, Ohio.
of people have asked to
BRISTOL, Tenn. - "If You lot
the finest freshman football Mark Campbell, 5.11, 195 lb.
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who was featured in four col- the Alter High Kettering, 0.
20 games, and Gil Hodges has
Bristol is the enty strip in and record runs on tap Friday
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games at Hendersonville and cus. He chose UK over Iowa,
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the team give up. Add to this LB who was All - City three
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American League
and after the game he told catch fire on the starting line
that he's got God-given ability. years and All-Conference two State Fair Quarter Horse Show RALEIGH, Miss. (UPI) - A 1966.
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Williams he thought the idea on some of the big Funny Cars
Ind you have a tremendous ath- years at Springfield (Ohiol will again open the 1970 Ken- fellow 'by the name of George Craft, a colorful figure from
was a good one, too.
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Fair,
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Catholic High. He was offered
Craft still holds the record in the Raleigh, not only holds the dis96 384 51 125 .326
the Johnsn, Cal
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Woodcock earned four letters Michigan, Iowa, Northwestern, was ranked among the top 15 fact, his 1%7 spurt of 24 feet, 10 le
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Art Arfons will return to Oliva, Min
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93; Williams, Chi 85; Bench,
contest. There will be _soft of a recognized trend of chew-Int. I don't think it's a good-Scholastic as a tackle for North Carroll High in Dayton, Ohio. In the Coliseum.
Cui 83; Dietz, SF 81; Allen,
LOUDV1LLE, KY.
The Halter classes will be- drinks, barbeque chicken and mg tobacco. Body english is idea and have told him so.
Penn High in North Wales, Pk. He chose UK over Ohio UniSIL 80.
He chose UK over Boston Col- versity, Indiana, Kent State, gin at 9:00 a.m. on Friday, other refreshments on hand at permitted as long as momen- What if Ted Williams finally Officials at Churchill Downs
American League: Killebrew,
report
west
of
Ra95,811,127
August
21.
The
site,
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Cincinbet
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at
Bowling
VPI,
North
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not
carry
the spitter opens the door one day and .
lege, Holy Cross,
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• 111.31A.K.I) S Ulert-.
I!Ica
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ward, Wash 70: Ha-ton, ,Det
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$2,383,972
classes
will
follow
them.
on
County.
the 98th
Tim Meagher, 6-3, 190 lb.
Rich Allen, a 8-3, 225 lb
In the accuracy division, each be so good, would it'
68: Petrocelli, Bos and Oliva,
Judges for the 1970 KenThe tobacco spitting events, contestant is permitted one spit I like Danny Murtaugtr's running of the
Kentucky Ann 65.
tackle whowas All-City foot- tackle who was All-City at Louball and All-League basketball isville Flaget. A member of tucky State Fair Quarter Horm featuring competition in dis- at a regulation spittoon 12 feet approach to the problem. His Derby, which Was won by Dust
Pitching
and team captain of both sports the National Honor Society Show are Don Wilkins of tance and accuracy, were held from the firing line. The field clubhouse door always is open Commander. This compared
National League: Merritt, Cin
at Loveland High School where and class treasurer, he w a s Bunkie, Louisiana and Jim Cal- from 1952 through 1962. The is narrowed to the best six spit- whether the Pittsburgh Pirates with the 1969 wagering of $6.1 15-8;
Seaver, NY 14-5; Perry,
event was dropped from 1963 ters for the second round, then win or lose and he asks the million on the first Saturday
he also had a record put of third in his region in golf. He houn of Cresson, Texas.
SF 14-9; SimpsOn, Cin 13-2;
in
May.
-Xavier,
VII.
by
53'9" with the 12 lb. shot and was sought
through 1965 because of a lack best three for the final round. writers only one thing Use
Nolan, Cin 12-4; Gibson, St.l.
lb. FE-LB who was All-State in of sponsorship and picked up The spittoon is then moved to good judgement. Give a player
was vice-president of the "L" and others.
12-5; Morton, MU 12-6; Hands,
club. He chose UK over Mich- Tony Moffett, 6-3, 223 lb. both football and basketball again by the Raleigh
ycees in 15 feet and, in case of a tie, to a few minutes' breathing spell
Chi 12-7.
Wdiaa .400 hitter
igan, Ohio State and Miami. tackle-DE who was All-State at and also lettered in track.
18 feet.
if he just comes in from
American League: McDowell,
BOSTON
School,
ser(UP!)
-.Ted
High
sought
his
WilliCounty
colleges
Many
Oldham
linelb.
205
6-1,
Auk,
eteve
So shake hands and come out botching up an important play ante .406in 1941 for the Bos. Clev 15-4; Perry, Minn 15-7;
Weekly
Fishing
All-Disbasketearned
and
also
football
where
be
vices
in
at
All-State
was
who
Acker
spitting.
out there on the field
ton Red Sox wae the last time Palmer, Belt and Wright, Cal
Kenia High and chose UK over ariet and All-Regional awards ball.
Report
participated
that any major league batter 14-6; Cuellar, Belt 13-6; Hunter,and
6-0,
200
lb.
basketball
Starr,
a
NeAlan
T.
in
enthwestern, West Point,
hit over the .400 batting mark. Oak 13-8.
al Academy, Indiana, Kent in the shot put. He had offers linebacker who was All-State
FRANKFORT, Ky. - Main
from VPI, Louisville, Western at Upper Arlington High in and high winds
State and Bowling Green.
have caused
Columbus, which twice won
Ray Barge, 6-2, 203 lb. full- and others.
water temperatures to drop
ool, Webb compiled a .328
Jerry Parks, 6-2, 180 lb. de- the state championship. He from 2 to 4 eft_
CLARICSVILLE, Tenn.-The
back who was All-City in both
age thispastneaserkr.wppint
basketball-at Inn =tension beak who was An.cuy., -had- stree"---Iseas--ational,-Knee
larier-RentikriTtaies an
ma ,(Ohio) Central Catholic and All-Conference two years ton, Bowling Green and others. ing has suffered, reports the catcher from east Tennessee has out 24 hits in 73 at bats. Included
in his hits were seven doubles and
Ron Steele, a 6-1, 215 lb.
High and chose UK over Mich- at Mr. Healthy High near Cinstate Department of Fish and accepted an Qhio Valley Conto serve you
ate, Dayton, Purdue, In- cinnati. He was "Mr. Mt. Heal- All-State end from St. Xavier, Wildlife.
ference baseball grant-in-aid at one triple.
Ian St-ate,
future
tin Peay Statet University. Defensively, the
diana, Notre Dame, Northwest- thy", "Most Outstanding Sen- where he lettered four years
The lake-by-lake rundown:
was practically
vernor
ior Athlete," a four-year letter- In football and basketball and
emand Colorado State.
Cumberland-Croppie fair to Gene Webb, a native of
wless. He was charged with
Bill Baum, 6-3, 200 lb. All- man in football and baseball one in baseball. He was team good at 20 to 25 feet with night Knoxville, joins Mike Williams
y two errors in 155 chances for
County back and end, All-Reg- (All-Conference) and three let- captain last season. Tennessee fishing best; bluegill good, es- from Chattanooga as incoming
sparkling .987 fielding perional guard-forward and pole terman in basketball. He chose mid others offered his scho- pecially in the upper and mid- freshmen who will be candidates
Annuunce the appointment of:
tage during the I971) season.
vault-dash star from Louisville UK over Michigan, Maryland, larships.
section; black bass by casting for the job behind the plate in the
lb.
220
SulTinin,
—i'13-2,
Terry
napta,n
Miami.
Cincinneti
and
Webb was one of the team
Seneca, where he was
in inlets and bays and by jump spring of 1971.
Mike Potter, 6-0, 190 lb back LB-QT who was second team fishing; trout fair to good on "When
leaders which saw Hall's High
of the football and basketball
Gene
our
accepted
third
and
teams last season. He chose who was third team All-State All-State football
worms and cheese.
grant," APSU head coach Tom capture the 1970 County Chamas your new local agent.
They finished the
Vd_ own' Tennessee, Eastern, as a fouryear letterman at team All-State shot put with
Kentucky
baas
Lake
Black
Wonderling stated, "we ended pionship.
Western, Murray, Ohio State Elkhorn City. He also lettered Louisville Southern. He chose good around stumpbeds a n d our search for catching help. He season with an over-all record of
three years in track and two UK over West Virginia, Ten- bluegill excellent in the Blood
203 South 5th Street
and VPI.
and Mike give us more than 17-Sand a league standard of 11-1.
Dan Berger, 6-1 180 lb. agri- In basketball. A brother, De- nessee, Louisville and Western. River area; fishing fair thr- adequate depth
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
of
son
The
753-1222
behind the plate
Harvey Sword. a 6-4, 230 lb.
culture major who lettered two rek, lettered for the Wildcats.
oughout remainder of lake; and make our catching depart- G. Webb of Knoxville, young
Elmore Stephens, a 64, 220 lineman from Perry High in bluegill
years as a flanker and was a
and
below
Webb hopes to play professional
catfish fair
ment much brighter
Massillon. Ohio, who chow UK
dam.
upon graduation from
ball
"Gene
has
great
dedication
to
Notre
over Indiana, Michigan,
Continuing to serve you as local agent:
Barkley - Fair black bass, the game of baseball," Won- college
Dame and Kent State.
up to four pounds, by casting darling continued.
"He is a little
Kent Vail, a 6-2, 190 lb. Holong (ems Acipper
artificial worms around stick- quicker hshind
the plate than
nor Society member who was
ups; fair catches of small crop Ake and
I .1)S- ANGELES
has a real strong arm.
Q.1111)captain of both the football
pie znd scattered bluegill.
We are delighted that he is ‘ alter Alston, Dodgers manand basketball teams at Hamil203 South 5th Street
Nolin - Some limits of block
coming with us."
ager,is the-senior skipper in tht
ton Badin (Ohio) High Salutabass by casting off the shallow
753-1222
torian of his class he chose UK
Webb played four years of National League. Alston, now
banks with night casting hest;
over Indiana, Cincinnati, Norvarsity baseball at Hall's High in his seventeenth season, won
For service and protection.
.coast-to-coast.
bluegill fair to good on worms
thwestern and Ohio University
School, earning four letters He six National League pennants
and crickets.
The list also includes other
was
and
four
World
named
to
the
Series
All-Knoxville
during
Rough River -- Fair catches
standouts such as Mike PIM=
of black bass by casting artifi- Interscholastic League team his tenure ,with the team.
xi, 6-1, 175 lb. QB from Hase
cial nightcrawlers in all see-, three times, captured the
brouck Heights, NJ.; Doug Kutions; fair c.roppie with scatter- sportsmanship award at Hall's
tar, 5-10, 185 lb. HB from CanHigh once and was captain of his Streaking DiMaggio
ed catches of bluegill
on McMillian Hign in Muse,
NEW YORK (UPI)-1Eter
Herrington - Bluegill best team his junior year.
Pa.; Jim McCollum, 6-2, 230
off deep banks by drift fish- At the end of the just concluded his record ' 56-game hitting
lb. lineman from Male High ing
Clearing and falling at 7e senior season, Webb was named streak was stopped by the
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
and Frank LeMaster o Bfryan
Dale Hollow ---- Rluegill fair to the county All-Star League Cleveland Indians on July )7,
Station High, who will register on worms at 10 to 15 feet; faii t-am and was named the Most. 1941, New York Yankees' Joe
1411 Olive
753-3852
aluable Player.,at Hall's High. DiMaggio then hit safely 1st 116
croppie at 15 feet.
at a later dste„.
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Quarter Horse National Tobacco Spitting
Show Opens Contest Underway Today
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Catcher On APSC List
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Mn.J. B. Burkeen

The Calloway County High
echoel Future Homemakers of
America chapter recently held a
meeting of the executive council
and standing committees.
Plans were made for the
coning school yew. Standing
committees_ who met were
program of work, informal
initiation, membership, bulletin
board, finance, formal initiation,
inspiration, chapter mothers, and
by-laws.
Officers and members present
were Ginny Licke, Janey Kelso,
Gale Broach, Beverly Starks,
Kathy Kelly, Margie Barnett, Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
Humphreys, Wendy I the Rainbow for Girls held its
Vicki
sfalliam.s, Debbie Gkk, Debbie regular meeting at the Masonic
Miler, Joan Peony, Marlene Hall on Tuesday, July 21, at seven
Gooch, Shirley Hays, Debbie o'clock in the evening.
Chapman, Vickie. Pat Lamb,
Gwenith Crouse, Tanya Bucy, Miss Irene Futrell, worthy
Carol Bailey, and Evie Erwin. advisor, presided and Miss
Advisors present were Mrs. Bess Patricia Evans, recorder, read
Kerlick and Miss Lary Forrest. the minutes.
Plans were made for the
Maunders Day picnic on August 5
at Paris Landing State Park, an
initiation on August 4, and the
sfficial visit of the Grand Worthy
Advisor, Kay Stoner, on August

Miss Irene Futrell
Presides At Meet
Rainbow For Girls

Murray High School Graduating Class
Of 1960 Holds Reunion At Holiday Inn
The 1960 graduating class of
Murray High School held its tenth
reunion dinner at the Holiday Inn
on Saturday, July4, at seven
o'clock in the evening.
A morning coffee was held at
10:30 the same day at the Austin
Cafeteria. This afforded the
class members and their families
an opportunity to tour the Murray
High school building and observe
the changes.
Officers of the class are James

)
4'

Cooper-Coleman Vows Planned

A wife's du
is to her husband
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Recently you had a letter from a young
%4Lfe whose husband was offered a better job in another state.
She was reluctant to leave her mother as she was an only
child, and you advised her to move with her husband.
Abby,. I realize that a woman's first duty is to her
husband, but why must money and position come before
one's parents who have spent the best years of their lives
raising their children in the hope that in their later years
they will have someone to visit them and comfort them?
When children move hundreds of miles from their
parents, visiting is a financial burden and also an
inconvenience. What's the use of having children if all you
have to look forward to is a visit from them every year or
two?
It seems as tho society doesn't think family love is
important anymore. It's the almighty dollar that counts.
CLOSE TO MOTHER

Catherine Berry Is
Honored At Event
At The Dick Home

McKeel, president; Bill Kopperud, vice-president; Mrs
Jamie Washer, secretary;
Vernon Shaw Stubblefield,
treasurer.
The latter, Capt.'
Stubblefield, is presently serving
in Vietnam.
Tom Shirley gave the invocation followed by McKee)
introducing the special guests,
Miss Lola Cain, sponsor, Mr. and
Mrs. Eli Alexander, and Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Schultz, for the
lianquet.
Mrs. Doralvn Lanier read the
history, Mrs. Sharon Stubblefield, the will, and Mrs.
Rebecca Urban„ the prophecy.
The benediction was by Mrs.
Annette Betts.
Attending the dinner were Miss
Katie Bailey of Alexandria, Va.,
and
Mrs.
Ronald
Mrs. E. W. Riley opened her Mr.
for the meeting of Circle-4 Baker(Rogina Blackwood) of
at the Women's Society of Nirshville, Tenn., Mrs. Rick
Christian Service of the First Sutton, (Janice Cherry) of
United Methodist Church held on Schenectady, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday, July 21, at two o'clock Leroy Galroway (Pat Cole) of
in the afternoon. Mrs. Luther Owensboro, Mr. and Mrs. John
Malhame(Mary LaieErwin) of
Jackson was the cohostess.
Program leader for the day New York, N. Y., Mr. and Mrs.
was Mrs. Riley who presented Steve Foust of Louisville, Piers.
her daughter, Mrs. Jack Bailey, Mary Frank Holcomb Karr
who gave a very interesting Farmingten, Mo., Mrs. George
ogram on "Leisure and Its By Pappas (Gail Houston) of DenProduct, Tourism" taken from ver, Colo., Mr. and Mrs. Gary
the program book. A discussion Houston of Paducah, Mrs. and
I the lake area responsibility Mrs. Bill Sparks Jane Hubbs) of
St. Louis, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
followed.
Mrs. David Henry, circle Michael Jones of Dearborn,
chairman, presided at the Mich., Mr. and Mrs. Larry
business session and opened the Knight of Mayfield, BW Kopperud of Dearborn Height's,
meeting with prayer.
Announcement was made of NEch., and guest, ?Ass Marian
the luncheon at 12:30 p.m. at the Belote.
Also present were Mr. and Mrs.
Holiday Inn for the next meeting
on August 18. Mrs. Joseph Rains Donald Lockhart of Warner
and Mrs. Ruth Weston will be Robbins, Ga.,Mr. and Mrs.
James McKeel of Glasgow, Mr.
hostesses.
;Diruigiefrech- and _Mrs. David Miner of .
rnehts were served by Mrs. Riley Columbia, Mo., Mr. and Mrs.
and Mrs. Jackson, to the Ralph Urban (Rebecca Outland)
seventeen members and three of Morganfield, Mrs. Harry
guests, Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Goldia Betts (Annette Parks) of Arnold
Curd, and Mrs. Samuel R. Kansas, Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Shelton of Mayfield, Mr.and Mrs.
Dadson, Jr
David Sykes of Crown Point, Ind.,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank White
PERSONALS
(Gerry Paschall) of Arlington.
Texas, and Mr.and Mrs. Thomas
Pierce (Barthela Wrather) of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Russell of
Savannah, Ga.
Thomaston, Conn., are the guests
this weekend of Mr. and Mrs. Attending the dinner from
Charles Tebbe and daughter, Murray were Mr.and Mrs. Jamie
Washer( Shirley Andrus), Mr.
Natascha, South 13th Street.
and Mrs. Billy Dan Crouse, Mr.
and Mrs. David Lanier ( Doralyn
Farmer ), Mr. and Mrs. Mac
Fitts, Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Taylor Shirley( Martha Lamb), Mr. and
left Friday for their home in Mrs. Jerry Henry (Sandra McCincinnati, Ohio, after spending a Clure), Mr. and Mrs. BWy Rue
week with his brother, Robert P. Nix, Mrs. Vernon Shaw StubTaylor and family of New Con- blefield (Sharon Outland), Mrs.
cord.
Jake Barnett (Virginia Dale
Paschall), Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Roach, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Miller Grogan (Judy Ward), Mrs.,.
of Chattanooga, Tenn, returned James Carson( Rita White), Mrs,
to their home on Friday after Dwain Spencer (Carmen Winbeing the guests of their mothers, ning), Mr. and Mrs. Phillip
Mrs. Gregg Miller, 710 Vine Rogers ( Fredda Workman), Mr.
Street, and Mrs. Isaac L. Clan- and Mrs. Charles Turnbow
kn, 705 Vine Street.
(Sandra Parks), and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Page (Pat Rickman).
rieSent
VP. drierarm. JOrV7 wdrlintin only were fçand
Mr. an
. Thomas
returned home Thursday after a Nelson, Jr., tJane Cross) of
'week's visit with their daughter, Ayers, Mass., and Robert Glin
Mrs. Milburn Dunn, Mr. Dunn, Jeffrey, sponsor.
and daughters, Deborah and
Patricia, of Atlanta, Ga., and
their son, Bob Workman, Mrs.
THE
Workman, and children, Laura
and Bob, of Rock fell, S. C.

Mrs. E. W. Riley
Hostess For Meet
Of Circle 1 WSCS

An auction sale of the supplies
left over from the concession
Miss Catherine E. Berry, stand at the County Fair held by
• • DEAR CLOSE: Yost say you realize that a woman's first
/august 22nd bride-elect of the members.
duty is to her.totshaud. You're right. But if he must move in
efichael A. IngressLa, was
order to accept a better jab inigaiottier state, there is more
;enured with a tea-abower at the
It was announced that a grou
than "the almighty dollar" involved. His sense of accomlovely home of Mrs. Cruise Holt will attend the Supreme
plishment and confidence in his ability to succeed and climb
Lick, Main Street, Thiraday Assembly International Order of
higher is at stake. The wife who asks him to stay where
July 9.
Rainbow for Girls meeting in
he is and pass up promotion because she wants to stay close
The hostesses for the °mai° Cleveland Ohio, July 27-30.
to her parents is doing her husband a tremendous disservice.
were Mrs. Dick, Mrs. Merlir They will leave Saturday, July
Washer, Miss Patty Washer, an( 25,and return on Friday, July 31.
It's nice, I agree, when parents can have their children
Ws. 0. W. Hagen.
near to visit them and comfort them in their old age, bilt that
Those attending are Joyce
Miss Berle, those to wear for Winchester, Grand American
is not the reason parents raise children, lAnd if it is, it
the event, a dress of her ow flag bearer, Patricia Evans, past
shouldn't be. I
_
design, made by Isar asother;
grand
representative --,e4c,-_•-•
fitted pink 6osted a-ape wit t California, Betsy Riley, past
Cooper
Kay
Miss Deborah
DEAR ABBY: I have a complaint which I certainly hope
scalloped neck and hemline grand representative to North
you will give a little publicity to because I am sure others
trimmed in lace with wide chiffor Dakota, Barbie Keel, past
have the same complaint. It's the utter and complete
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Cooper of Hazel Route One announce the
sleeves also lace trained. Tte Christian flag bearer of Kenthoughtlessness, with which, some people select retirement
tride-elect's mother wore a gur tucky, Roseta Robertson, junior engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
gifts.
metal linen with a link motive past grand worthy advisor of Deborah Kay,to Steven Zane Coleman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Zane
Example: My sister has just retired, and some of her
from neck to hemline. Pin/ Kentucky, and Mrs. Frances Coleman of Murray Route Two.
co-workers called and asked me for "suggestions" for a gift
The bride-elect is a 1970 graduate of Calloway County High
corsages
were Ourchill, mother advisor of the
carnation
for her. I said, "She is moving into a mobile home and is
School.
presented to the honoree and her Murray Assembly.
Mr. Coleman is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School
getting rid of a lot of things, so why don't you give her a gift
mother by the hostesses.
Members present were Linda
certificate and let her buy what she wants? [My sister had
The table was beautifully Showman, Denise Kalberer, and is now employed in Murray.
An Aug ust wedding is being planned.
appointed with sterling silver Paula Cook, Barbara Sledd,
just given her daughter all her china, stemware and silver,
and crystal upon a dacron lace Joyce Winchester, Barbie Keel,
and she kept only one set of dishes and a set of stainless
cioth over pink, centered with a Less Robertson, Nita Atkins, Janie Lamb
steel to use in her limited quarters.]
ewe garden bouquet of many
Irene Futrell, Patricia Evans, Adults present were Mrs.,
So what did her co-workers give her? A set of china 1108
varieties including roses and Marilyn Lasater, Betsy Riley, Frances
pieces! I and a huge silver tray, inscribed, "Best wishes for a
Churchill, Mrs. Lillian
Washer
daisies, grown by Mrs.
Patty Welch, Tress McCord, and Robertson, and George Williams.
long and happy life. The employes of—" She has to stand the
and her mother, Ws. John
tray on the floor as there is no cupboard large enough to hold
McCullough The table cloth was
It. -The dishes she is considering taking to a gift exchange
caught at the corners with pink
place.
ALSO RETIRED
carnations Mrs. Hurnphrey Key
Mrs. Dwain Gibbs was honored
and Mrs. F. E. Crawford.
DEAR ALSO: I can understand some well-meaning
with a stork shower held on co-workers selecting an inappropriate gift, but when
presided at the punch bowls.
they go
Wednesday, July 22, at two to the trouble of asking there is DO excuse
Sterling in her chosen pattern
for such colossal
o'clock in the afternoon at the goofs.
was presented to Miss Berry by
the hostesses.
By GAY PALLEY
be listed officially as a highway fume of Mrs. Harold Fones at
Friends called between the
Penny. Mrs. Glen Gibbs was the
UPI Women's Editor
fatality.
DEAR ABBY: I just finished cleaning up after a family
rows of two and five. Mrs. L. A.
Suicide is listed as the 10th eth°stess •
dinner, and for once I am not "beat."
The
honoree
Myers and Mrs. Howard Turner
the
wore
ocfor
the
cause
death,
leading
of
We have one son who has been married for 10 years. He
drove over from Paducah for the NEW YORK (UPI)—Their leading cause of unnecessary casion a pink checked dress and
and his wife (and her parents) have eaten at my home so
i the
cries cf iinguisb are
afternoon .
was
presented
a
hostesses
gift
quiet sicle.---Yet they - 111*--the death.
many times I couldn't begin to count them.
So reports Paul Curtis, a mrsage of pink carnations tied
people caught in a life and
My husband and I have eaten at my,son's home twice,
with blue ribbons.
consultant
in
research
commuthemstruggle--with
death
Games were played with Mrs. and at her parents' home twice.
Center
nity
for
services
the
for
selves
Tonight, I did not lay the table as usual with my nice
Rudy Lovett and Mrs. Curtis
potential Studies of Suicide Prevention, Hays being the recipients of the china, sterling, crystal, anilines,.I
the
are
They
used sturdy paper plates,
National Institute
of
talus. Jar.. The
the
"
ilabaack
tape Ortla M.? CVCrylentr SERMItitg.
:
eneet
rteartn,
!wen
unae'r,
at
uesday,
July 'a
T
one reason or perhaps for many
to the honoree. The door prize
Eyebrows were raised, but I got compliments on my food
The Quota Club will have its reasons are so desperate the Md.
was wen by Mrs. Pat,Bogard who as usual. I might add that my daughter-in-law and
institute
The
has
just
,
aubher
kincheon meeting at the Holiday only way out seems to be selfmother are both fabulous cooks, but they cannot be bothered
fished "Quiet Cries," a 30- also gave it to Mrs. Gibbs.
Inn at 12 noon.
destruction.
The
honoree
opened
her
many
to
have
guests.
They do kill themselves at an minute drama written by gifts which had been placed in a
What a job to throw out those paper plates, plastic cups
Monday, July 27
alarming rate. Conservative playwright Elizabeth Blake, bassinett draped in
and paper napkins!
NOT TOO LATE, SMART
The Blood River Baptist estimates put the total at 25,000 under auspices of Plays for white.. Refreshments of inAssociation Woman's Missionary suicides a year, Some authori- Living, a division of the Family dividually decorated cakes and
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Union will hold its quarterly ties double, even triple, that Service Association of America. green punch were served by the your chest. Write
to ABBY, Box 61700, Los Angeles, Cal.
The play is designed expressmeeting at the Flint Baptist
Me. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
ly for presentation by amateur hostes.ses
Cburch at ten a.m. Kenneth total.
'groups at community sessions. Those present and sending gifts envelope.
Count Difficult
Parker of Paducah, missionary
PTA meetings, at 'schools, were Mesdames Billy Tidwell,
is
difficult
It
Mrs. Vonela Barrett of Muncie.
to
an
make
to Chile, will be the guest
Bill Hurt, Graham Bibbs, Elvin
accurate
count because some churches, mental health associInd.,
has been visiting her
Letter
writing
speaker
can
be
a
breeze.
For
Abby's
booklet,
Crouse, Pat Bogard Margaret
suicides are the "conventional" ation meetings, conventions,
mother, !sirs. Nolan Tyler of
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions," send SI to
Rudy
Gibson,
I.ovett,
Alvin
like.
workshops
and
the
ones—an overdose of barbitu- YMCA
Murray. Mrs. Barrett and Mrs.
Abby. Box 49700. Los Angeles, Cal. 90049.
Tuesday, July 28
The idea is to help toward Usrey, J. B. Burkeen Curtis
rates say. But others are
Tyler with their brother and son,
Hays,
Sorority
('lyde
Tidwell,
Lambda
Wes
Fulton,
Phi
The Tau
and Diane, age 211.
harder to pinpoint, like the sole understanding of those desperMason Morton and Mrs. Morton,
will Wye a salad supper at the iseeoparit of -.5 car who ately in needasraid and to lake Nara.Gibbs, Charles Harlem of
.
-The
the
tether
is
novearseetbantreg in the Greae
home of Mrs Jeannie Lamb at deliberately turns and drives adtion Provision is made for Mayfield, Lila Drinkard, Harold
Wonder
Company,'Smlky Mountains and will return
Bread
Saucier), Miss Carrie Brandon,
6:30 p.m
discussion
later.
audience
Mayfield. •
into oncoming traffic. He will
!home sometime in August
ss Mary Beth Hays, the Mr. and Mrs. Ray Edwards of
reas g
c es re
honoree,
and
the
hostesses.
Mayfield Route Six are the
Curtis, in a telephone interparentobf a baby girl, Debra
-e
ONE HOUR SERVICE
view, said that whatever the
Ann, weighing seven pounds
reasons (and the medical
eleven ounces, born on Wedprofession and other researchCALEBRA711
4
nesday. July 22, at 7-15 p.m. at
ers constantly probe them4
-the Murray-Calloway County
eifi
jug
siut
tf
suicides are on the increase
among all economic and all ag
Intermediate G. A.'s of Elm Hospital.
groups.'
Grove Baptist Church are en- Their other children are
In the total picture. Curtis joying a week of camp at Conna, age ten, David, age five.
said, much more research is Jonatholn
Creek
Baptist
Good Tuesday & Wednesday
of Murray
needed in such causatives as Assembly, Kentucky lake.
HWY. 641 S.
alcoholism, for instance. Cer- Girls attending are Becky
tainly, more help is needed. Chaney, Karen McChristion,
Today, he said, there are close Melinda Faulkerson, Wanda
centers McNabb and Willatte Richardto 200 prevention
around the nation, all communi- son. Alei attending as counselors
we Mrs. Keys Keel and Mrs.
ty efforts.
"These people don't want to Richardson.
die," said Curtis. "Most don't,
at least. And in some way. Color, conservation
somewhere, they will communt compatible, he Rays
(PLAIN)
cate verbally, asking for help.'
NEENAH, W is.(UPI) -- Color and conservation are cornpatible, says an envimnipent
Tire !pending
expert. Richard M. Bdlints of
WOMEN'S RION TS — A
AK RON,Ohio(UPI)— A4ier- Kimberly-Clark
Corporation
Served Each Sunday
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color is one
posed constitationil
billion last year rot Mgr lives-- of the.feW recent
One noun
developnniats
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
amendment on women's
about. one -$25 tire for every in merchandising
that doesn't
is
Rep.
rights
Martha
GrifAmetictin over age 18, accord- have its own polio
tion.piOhlem:". fiths, D - Mich. Passage
Adults
$2.25
ing by(loodyeu..
• The dye in tissue products,
7
/
1fliTifillI115:1
would 'mean' women could
About S.3.25 billion fives fie
Children under 12 _ _ _ _ $1.00
instance; is , "biofie.
be drafted into the armed
trent for replacing worn out gradable," says
TH1 MOST IN DRY CI/AMINO
Rilliogs, the
services, men's colleges
ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE DRINK & DESSERT
tires on cars, another $1.14 bil- company
environment conwould
have
to
accept
wornlion for 16 million truck tires, trol director. It "self-destructs"
astd-abou!S1311mdliun on dres as quickly 1111 the basic material 'en, and men could collect
alimony and child subport
ONE HOUR SERVICE
for farm equipment.
it colors
from divorced wives.
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Trotlineibiled on,
than 50 hooks,and a fix
than 513 been!. WY" s•-hd
fishing license and m
mercial fishing regulat
lines may be set and us
is one limiting factor
not be set within 200 yai
A sports fishing troth)
a commercial line, but
hours and all fish MT

Furthermore when a
sports or commercial, i
Each commercial lin
line does not require
The depth at which
Sometimes, to catch ci
the bottom. Occasior
catfish, the line should
clear water.

Baits are as varied E
fishermen. Most will
beaten for trotlines. Si
meld are used success
nightcrawlers are pref
sk Wed trotline fisherrr
the bigger fish.

There's much sport i
early in the morning a
risen and the fog hover
That's a lot of satisfi
as it is being run, then
will be hooked and how
For the faint heartec
eels have been known

CROI
IN
Frankfort, K,.(I
generally as a fish to I
so. Many good fish(
ttleough the summer
There's just one thing
are going to be in the d
- ----1•44.446.40asisolimer
As in the spring run
the croppie and when I
will hit, be it April a
Summer fishing is b
feet may be reached.
waters will be found a
exception to this, howo
is flowing croppie ME
ieven in summer ma
When day fishing ir
bait into the deeper N
slowly in a circular n
With several lines at
craft is moved silent;
other lines are pulled
that is pretty definite:
This having been det
his boat. being card
pulling in these cropt
visable to have availi
they may spoil quire
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Mercury Level At Most Short Shots TVA Announces
TVA Lakes Insignificant from [BE Hunting Dates
In Lakes Area

HUNTING
AND
FISHING
IN KENT C,

More croppie are caught at night in the summer months. This
fishing is very much like night fishing for white bass. A favorite
spot is located, often alongside a deep bank, or in the channel area
of the lake. The anchors are placed quietly beofre dark. Lanterns
are usually used to give off a glow into the water alongside the boat
when darkness closes in. These beams bring in a conglomeration of
Artists and craftsmen from
bugs and Insects and some of theqrfaii iiito the water. This makes
Analysis by TVA of fish are still being tested are Fon- western Kentucky and Tennessee
fine -food for the shad and minnows which assemble in great
numbers under the lights. Below, if the plan works correctly, the samples collected from ten tana, Douglas, Fort Loudon!), are invited to exhibit their work
on August 15 and 16 at the Land
croppie will hover and from time to time pick up a straggling lakes on its reservoir system Nickajack, and Gunteraville.
POND, ICE*
has shown no significant lev- The results so far from 18 Between the Lakes Arts Festival. GOLDEN
minnow
Frankfort, Ky.-Trotline fishing holds great charm for many
els of mercury in fish except sampling locations disclosed
TUCKY, July 7--The 1970-71.
people. It is a highly productive method of catching good edible
the fish from PickA properly hooked minnow apparentlylooks no different to the In Pickwick Lake near Flor- that only
The show, which is sponsored by hunting season in Land Between
fish, at a time when it may be difficult tc come by them another
Lake have mercury levels
wick
agency
said
the
ence,
Alabama,
drops
his
fisherman
when
the
one
and
swimming
free
fish than the
the
Murray,Kentucky, Art Guild, the Lakes will get under way.
way.
above the one-half part per
is more than apt today.
will
be held between Center August 15 with the opening of
So,during vacation periods,or on weekends, many of Kentucky's well baited hook into that general area, a croppie
TVA began the.-sampling pro- million established by the FDA Station and Center Furnace in the squirrel season in the Kentucky
to
take
it.
most enthusiastic fishermen enjoy a setto with Mr. Catfish, Mr.
ject in May, after the U. S. as a basis for declaring fish
Conservation Education Center portion of the area. The squirrel
White Perch(rum), Mr. Buffalo and others via the trotline method,
Food and Drug Administration adulterated and unsuitable for
season in the Tennessee portion
lithe croppie school is kept busy it may stay in this one location had established an interim human consumption. Pickwick (CEC) and will be open to the
especially if there-is a stream nearby.
wil open on August 29.
Commercial fishermen also use the trotline for harvesting for several hours, Or it may leave but usually will return shortly. working guideline for allowable lies across the Alabama-Missis- public from 9 a.m. to dusk.
and
fish
have
been
caught
there
border,
Stay
anchored
in
the
same
spot
if
saleable fish during many months of the year, but perhaps, the
mercury concentrations in the sippi-Tennessee
Among the highlights of the fall
recently. In all probability they'll come back and give you a fast flesh of edible fish.
state agencies in these states Individuals or guilds are hunting schedule are the bow
greatest use of this method comesfrom the sports fisherman.
He may set a line of any length, but which must not contain more night of action.
Results of these analyses as have moved to stop commercial welcome to set up their exhibits season and quota gun hunts foe
Of course, the croppie are not confined to lakes. They may be they were completed have been fishing and warn sport fisherthan 50 hooks, spaced at intervals of not less than 18 inches. The
on a first-come-first-serve basis. white-tailed and fallow deer to he
line may be stretched across a river or stream or alongside the caught in farm ponds and minnows fished around cover in the supplied by TVA to the state men against eating fish caught Although a few canopies will be held in the Kentucky portion of
in
Pickwick
Lake.
that
have
rivers
are
sure
to
produce
agencies
some good fish.
and Federal
banks of such streams. It may be tied to a lowhanging tree limb,
are Land Between the Lakes north
exhibitors
The state health departments provided,
The croppie is an idiosyncratic fish and if the fisherman is of the enforcement authority over
which is preferred since the swaying limb will "give' as the fish
U.S. Highway 68. The split bow
equipment,
for
any
responsible
merpulls, and this "give" tends to lessen the possibility of the line being same temperament they are sure to get together, be it springtime, stream pollution and fishing. have stated that levels of
opens October 17 and runs
season
which
easels,
tables
and
as
such
TVA will continue to supply cury found in water do not
broken. It works much like the drag on a reel when a tag fish is hot summer or cool fall.
November 7 and reopen/9k
through
need.
may
they
this information to enforce- constitute a hazard to public>
• hooked. It "gives" rather than offering a solid base against which
from December 19 through
Bass Fishing In Summer Months
wasupplies
taking
their
of
water
analyses
as
agencies
ment
the fish may jerk the line.
31.
December
other samples are completed. ter from the lakes. Similarly, Picnic areas are provided
Frankfort, KY.,(Special)-When surface water temperatures of
'
Milswimming
water
and
other
for
visitors
and
have
been
CEC
results
within
the
Analysis
Trotlines fished on sports fishing license may contain not more major and state-owned lakes approach the 80s, most bass fisher- obtained 90 far from 16 locat- ts& sports are not affected. camping sites are located
strings,
This
need
not
be.
Limit
hang
up
their
gear
until
fall.
men
than 50 hooks,and a fisherman may set but two such lines. If more
nearby. Light refreshments will
ions on ten lakes. Results are
than Wheals are a-ed./ben the operator must have a conimercial including lunkers are caught by know-how fishermen even in the expected within the next 30 in late 1968 TVA water sci- be sold by the Murray Art Guild.
made
at
night
when
the
with
most
of
the
catches
hottest
weather,
fishing license and must-.fish in a designated stream. A comdays from samples already tak- entists identified a mercury In case of bad weather the show
mercial fishing regulation hits those streams in which commercial lake is undisturbed by pleasure boaters!
en at nine locations on five compound, derived front chem- will be postponed to the weekend
Surface fishing often will give fine results. However, most night other lakes.
lines may be set and use of them in all other places is barred. There
ical residues in derelict flota- of August 22-23.
is one limiting factor to the sports fishing trotliner-his line must fishermen use bottom-bouncing lures, a favorite being the pleastic
The process is necessarily a tion drums, as the cause of a
nightcrawler.
not be set within 200 yards below any dam no any stream.
slow one because of the com- fish-kill on Rowse Lake. A proThis type of fishing is difficult for the novice fisherman because, plex preparation required for ject was organized to remove
A sports fishing trotline need not bear a tag, which is required on
Nature Walks
a commercial line, but all trotlines must be run at least every 24 in the darkness, it isn't easy to judge casting distance. Practice each sample, TVA said. The drums that might contain toxic
this
obstacle
Tbe
public
is invited to par:
will
soon
eliminate
at
the
material.
analyistal
aresamples
hours and all fish removed.
- -7
• a•a;lidipate in a setiesuf Mierprrilve The quota gen htmt tor deer
nme -pro" night fishermen We-K*4h regular casting erituipimieni, TVA Water Quitity Labors:Wry
'
The fink evidence 'of a potEmpire Farm and Land Between the Lakes MS
Furthermore when a fisherman is finished with a trotline, either using a fiberglass rod that is sensitive enough that the angler can at Chattanooga, Tennessee.
eetial pollution problem from walks at
determine the action of the plastic nightcrawler as it is retrieved
Samples collected last fall mercury in industrial wastes in around Center Station in the been revised this year to double
sports or commercial, it must be removed from the water.
Each commercial line must be tagged, while a sports fishing type across the bottom of the lake. The success of the artificial night- from the Iiiwassee arm of Chi- the Tennessee Valley was iden- Conservation Education Center the number of hunters who will be
crawler is due to the fact that it is fished where bass are feeding. ckamauga Lake, showing con- tified by TVA only last year. (CEC) of Land Between the eligible to participate. This fah
line does not require such a tag.
Bass, during this hot season, seek the deep, cooler waters that centrations higher than are This was on the Lower Hiwas- Lakes. The walks will be con- there will be two Saturday hunts
The depth at which a trotline is set depends on the fisherman.
Sometimes, to catch catfish and other species, the line should hug afford an ample oxygen supply. This may occur at a few feet deep now considered acceptable, are tee River and the information ducted each week during the which will be held on November
being rechecked. The main bo- was supplied to pollution con- summer months and will center 21 and 28. Fourteen hundred
the bottom. Occasionally, especially when fishing for channel or at 20 feet or eyen more.
around the plant and animal life hunters will be selected by
One trick that usually pays off for fishermen using deep running dy of Chickamauga Lake show- trol authorities.
catfish, the line should be set but a few feet below the surface of the
lures is to accurately determine the depth at which fish are hitting. ed essentially no contaminatLast fall TVA found mercury in Land BetWeen the Lakes and computerized drawing to parclear water.
This can be done in the following manner: when the lure hits the ion, TVA said.
in fish samples from the same the historic development of the ticipate in each of the 1-day hunts.
TVA will continue its sampl area; at that time the FDA area.
Baits are as varied as the line-set, according to the whim of the water, count one and then begin the retrieve. If no strike is made,
Successful applicants will be
fishermen. Most will agree that small crawfish can hardly be cast again and count two. Contimat in this manner until a fish ing, including analysis of fi guideline on mercury content
to hunt one day only,
allowed
each
cast
count
to‘iw
number
announced.
which produced water, bottom mud and c
had not yet been
beaten for trotlines. Some use doughballs with success. liver and strikes then after
CALENDAR OF WALKS
permitting
a total of 2,800 hunters
as necessary to pinpoint sourc
TVA has purchased an atomeld are used successfully by some. Plain old garden worms or the strike before beginning the retrieve.
Center Station
to participate in the gun season.
Night fishing is not too different from day fishing from the es of mercury. The agency al- mic absorption spectrophoto- Wednesday 2:30
nightcrawlers are preferred at certain times and, ofcourse, many
In last year's hunt only 1,400
skilledtrotline fishermen will use small bluegill as a come-on for standpoint of trial and error-a fisherman must try different banks, so is expanding its sampling, meter for Its water laboratory. Saturday 1:30-3:30
different lures or colors of lures and different retrieving tectuUques beginning immediately, to in- This makes possible accurate Sunday 1:30-3:30
hunters were eligible for the 2the bigger fish.
clude the other TVA reservoirs measurements of extremely
until the right combination is found.
day hunt. Application forms for
Emprie
Farm
In any event, night fishing can, and generally will, offer i>hst of not included in the initial in- small levels of mercury, in add- Thursday 2:30
the quota gun hunt are available
There's much sport in fish** a trotline. It's a lot of fun to get up
vestigation.
perf.a-manalysis
other
ition
to
black
early in the morning and run such a line, while the sun has not yet excitement and a good supply of fine bass. The daily limit on
at the Land Between the Lakes
1:30
Saturday
The
reservoirs
from
which
lab.
ed at the
bass is 10 with a possession limit of 20 after two or more days of
risen and the fog hovers over the coolstream.
wildlife office at Golden Pond,
samples have been collected
The Tennessee Division o f Sunday 1:30-3:30
That's a lot of satisfaction in itself, but if there's a tug on the line fishing. The size limit is 10 inches.
Kentucky. The completed apand
analyzed
are Melton Hill, Stream Pollution Control aad
as it is being ram, then there's great anticipation as to what species
plication forms will be accepted
Jump Fishing, A Time of Action
Cherokee, Ocoee 1, Hiwassee, the Federal Water Quality Adwill be hooked and how big he!nay be.
from August 1 until noon, SepWilson, Pickiwick, Kentucky ministration are participating
For the faint hearted, a word of warning-turtles and snakes and
tember 21. HUNTERS MUST
Frankfort, Ky., I Speciall-Shill and accuracy in casting a a (and one station below Ken- in the identification of mereels have been known to bite on trotlines.
HAVE THEIR APPLICATIONS
prerequisite for those fishermen wno pian to try to jump fishing tucky
Dam),
Chickamauga, cury sources, particularly in
Fishing Notes
FOR THE GUN HUNT FOR
which occurs in most of Kentucky's lakes.
Watts Bar, and Wheeler.
the
Boone,
South
Holston,
and
activity
Largemouth
bass
CROPPIE CAN BE CAUGHT IN
When young shad school up in vast schools both black and white
The reservoirs from which Watauga Lakes of upper east picking up at Lake Barkley wi DEER IN BY SEPTEMBER 21
IN HOT SUMMER MONTHS
TO BE ELIGIBLE FOR THE
bass concentrate on this supply of available food, and that's where samples have been taken but Tennessee.
several good strings being COMPUTERIZED DRAWING.
- ht of the jumps occur. .
Frankfort. Ky, (Special," - While crappie are thong
deep
along
the
from
reported
necessily
generally as a fish tobe caught in cool weather this is not
-In addition to squirrel and deer,
Fishermen seek the still waters of the larger embayments, in
points and channel banks of the there will also be hunting seasons
so. Many good fishermen harvest these fine panfish right on early morning and late evening, keeping a careful watch for any
Safe
Boating
Quiz...
bass
are
of
the
lake.
Many
main
through the summer in daylight hours and especially at night. fast action of schooling shad. Many times these small bait fish may
in Land Between the Lakes for
being taken at 15 to 20 feet on dove, quail, rabbit, raccoon,
n should a skipper keep on the inside or outside of a turn
There's just one thing to remember-croppie on hot days and nights be seen flushing and running on the very surface and then it's a
purple or blue plastic worms. opossum, turkey, and waterfowl.
"`• when navigating a sharp bend on an unfamiliar river?
are going to be in the deep water and to fish in the shallow stretches pretty safe bet that white and black bass are nearby.
As=losa-asommismaiinsamimimeasaor
PIC 1115 ante awe.Inaakawill Al lka MOW
capcitIMy
As in the spring runs,the minnow is the all-time Waite bolt of they are worked in a manner which will cause them to resemble an
Scattered catches are also being Land Between the Lakes. For a
the croppie and when this lure is placed in the right soptThe crappie injured shad.
made in the deep rows of stickups complete hunting guide on
will hit, be it April or mid-July.
on the main lake by jigging seasons and regulations in Land
White bass usually don't take surface lures but are absolute
Summer fishing is best in the deeper lakes when depths of 25 to 4n suckers for flashing spoons, spinners or even small do-jigs.
plastic worms. Midday usually Between the lakes wirte : Land
feet may be reached. It is at this general level of the lake that cool Probably the most famous rig for the whites is the plunker and fly
provides the best jig fishing Between the Lakes, Tennessee
waters will be found and this is where the croppie are. There is an combination. The plunker, which affords the weight for the cast, is
activity at Barkley. At Kentucky Valley Authority, Golden Pond,
exception to this, however. In a lake where the water in the channel trailed by a white or yellow stream fly about two inches long. This
Lake scattered catches of bass Kentucky 47231.
is flowing croppie may be found at depths as shallow as ten feet combination is worked in short jerks, giving the streamer a
are being taken on plastic worms
ieven in summer months.
in the fallen treetops in deep When a forest burns so does
swimming action.
When day fishing in hot weather the fisherman should lower his
water. Most activity is either on his food.Use fire carefully.
Jump fishing requires much skill of the fisherman. He must be
bait into the deeper water of a cove or slough and move his boat able to cast so accurately that he can hit a 10 inch circle at any
or near the main lake at 12 to 20
slowly in a circular motion if he hopes to locate a croppie school. distance within the line capacity of the reel. He must also be able to
feet deep. A few bass are being
With several lines at various depths over the side of the boat, the make exceptionally long casts. Some experts can hit this jump ring
taken at daylight on surface lures
craft is moved silently until there is a tug on one of the lines. The at better than 60 yeards. The cat should be just beyond and in
along the gravel bars of the main
occur
other
hits
if
depth
and
A He'll probably be better off to keep on the ouside of the
other lines are pulled in to that same
lake. Bluegill fishing is good at
front of the feeding whites or blacks. The strike will come asthe
•
4
congregated.
• turn, according to boat safety experts at State Farm Fire
that is pretty definitely a spot where the crappie are
Kentucky Lake and excellent on
lure is retrieved through the school of fish.
and Casualty Company. Under ordinary circumstances, slower
This having been determined the fishermen then quietly anchors
days following willow fly hatches.
Of all types of fishing, possibly none will offer a greater challenge _
moving water on the Inside of a bend often allows mud banks
..,4011100.4(7110.
boat. being careful net taaspank the fish, and settles down to .or .thrill thanfishing a school of black es.aphitobass la the jimusla
-.and sand barslainsild up-In contrast-Ladle/ tkazinp mammon
adalways
year
it
is
the
time
of
this
At
pulling in these croppie.
the outside of the bend usually helps deepen the channel.
a Both lakes are falling slightly
There is no size limit on white bass and the daily and possession a
visable to have available a cooler in which to place the fish, since limit is 60. For the blacks there is a 10 inch Mae limit, daily limit is
and the water temperature is 82
they may spoil quickly in extremely hot weather.
degrees to 85 degrees.
10 and the possession limit is 20 after two or more days of fishing
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Personnel Changes
At E. Blankenship
Of Kentucky Here

Television
NEW CARVED LEAF PANELING In Review

EFFECTIVE ACCENT

By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Some
of America's cities are too big
and some of its towns too small
to be effective units of
government.
Although these problems of too
much and too little may seem to
be at opposite poles, both can be
solved by application of the same
concept, says Dr. Karl A. Fox,
'who heads the Department of
Economics at Iowa State
University

SATURDAY — JULY 25. 1970

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD ( UPI) —A
clearnnit ratings battle between
urban televiewers and the rural
will feature the
audience
competition for dominance of
Tuesday nights in the coming
video season

teacher, gets a job there. This
series is certain to take on a
more rural appeal with the
addition of Walter Brennan to
the cast as an elderly relative.
Remarkably, in one of the
mysterious ways particular to Personnel changes have been
television, CBS-TV's four
made at E. Blankenship of
day series of corn will be Kentucky, 602 Maple Street,
followed by the network's
Murray, according to a release
hours, which closes out th from the company.
prime time night. Needless
James H. McKinney of Murray
say, the "CBS News Hour"
Route One has been appointed
the most dignified and sophisti assistant store manager. He was
cated series on the network.
employed for eleven years by
NBC-TV, by the way, inter Murray Auto Parts. He is a
prets CBS-TV's move of "
graduate of College High School.
Beverly Hillbillies" and "Gree He is married to the former
Acres" to early Tuesday
Sandra Ross and they have t
as a compliment to the
daughters, Sharon Lee and
Don Knotts Variety Hour Teresa Gay.
which these series will co
Cooper Milam of Mayfield has
with head-on. The upco
salesman
been
appointed
show with Knotts is on NBC covering the city and territory for
previously
CBSTV, and
•
company.
He has had
Planned to challenge it wit
enteen years experience in
-To Rome With Love" and the
intenance supervision with a
riew Mary Tyler Moore situation
pany closely allied to the
comedy
otive aftermarket. He is a
native of Henry, Tenn., and
Miss Moore's show has been resides at Mayfield with his wife,
switched to Saturdays, and Pauline, and 20 year old son,
another situation comedy, "The Patrick.
Governor and J.J.," has been Rodger Mayer of Murray
transferred from Tuesdays to Route Five will continue as store
the former slot of "The Beverly manger and Rex Ross of Murray
Wednesdays. Route Six will continue as
Hillbillies" on
History is made every day o counter salesman.
E. Blankenship of Kentucky
television.
has been serving the Murray
area for the past 18 years with
major original equipment
replacement parts, paint, and
yshop supplies.

take part if not all of this week
LEAVE,DOOR OPEN
before swearing in and the
(UPI)
Mass.
SPRINGFIELD,
start
of testimony in the trial of
—Sixteen firemen from the
cult leader Charles Manson, 35,
Pine Street Station leaped from and four of his women followers
their beds to answer a call
early Sunday morning.
When they returned their Underground songstress
wallets were gone.
STANTON, Mo. (UPI)
A thief apparently had taken
of
custom
the
advantage of
What's new in a 100 millionleaving the firehouse door open
year-old cave here? A pretty,
and made off with about $150.
singing guide.
SELECTION RESUMES
LOS ANGELES (un) —The
Sharyl l.ynn, 22, sings tourselection of six alternate jurors
ists' requests as she escorts
to supplement 12 permanent them
through Meramec Cavpanel members already accepterns on U.S. 66. She says
murTate-LaLianca
ed in ,the
singing in the cave is excellent
der trial resumes today.
for her voice:
The selection was expected to

Tuesdays proved highly successful for ABC-TV in the past
season because of the lineup of
"The Mod Squad," "The Movie
of the Week" and "Marcus
Welby, MD."
Fox's basic idea, as he
"The Mod Squad" was a
ACROSS
outlined it to this reporter, is
holdover. "Welby" and the 90that both urban and rural
minute original teleplays on
1 -Chan
communities should be orga4-Brilliant person
"The Movie of the Week" were
(colloci)
nized on the basis of "functionnew entries that helped power
9-The total
al economic areas' of not less
12-Be ill
ABC-TV to its strongest night.
13-King 44 birds
than 100,000 or more than
And all these series have solid
14-Number
500,000 population.
11.Surgical
urban appeal.
Sew
The size of these units would
NBC-TV's Tuesday schedule,
17 Land
vary according to population
surrounded by
meanwhile, Includes "Julia"
water
density and might range from a
and weekly motion pictures
19 Succor
few square miles in metropoliCommunion
20
which alternate with original
,
Plate
tan areas to several counties in
two-hour teleplays and the
21 Carry
sparsely settled sections.
23-Brick-carrying
newsmagazine-style
"First
device
Each Unit Self Contained
Tuesday" —another network
24-Totals
As the name implies, each
27-Bitter vetch
with
definite
urban
lineup
28-Marry
'and would be relatively self
orientation.
29-Item of
contained as a labor market,
ProPortY
Now, however, CB -TV has
30.Note of
and would offer, within a
A new textured paneling by Marlite, called Carved Leaf, announced 'revisions for the
scale
commuting range of not more provides an interesting background for a decorative theme. coming season's Tuesday sche31 Animal's
foot
all
cases,
than one hour in most
Carved Leaf, available in light and dark tones at local build- dule, and the basic effect is to
of the stores, service and ing material dealers, also is effective on an accent wall. _Easy give that network a definite
33-Note Of stab •
34-Dinner
community facilities needed for to handle, the 16" x 8' planks can be installed over old walls' rural tone for that night.
course
warning
Welfare
comfortable modern living.
36 Goddess of
or any solid backing. Special wallboard adhesive and conUnder its new plans, CBS-TV Madame Nguyen Thi Binh,
Seeing
TORONTO (UPI) - Rising
By carving up big cities and cealed metal clips assure a strong bond. Tongue-and-grooved will lead off its Tuesday prime foreign minister of the Viet
37.1Orough
welfare coats might force met,uniting small towns, For edges simplify fitting. This plastic-finished hardboard can
38 Prepare for
"The
Beverly
HillbilCong's provisional revolutionary ropolitan Toronto to demand
time with
Wird
believes, the United States be used effectively with other Marlite colors, woodgrains lies," and follow that with
39-High
government (PRG), has called proof of sterilization before
could be divided into about 500
mountain
and decorator panels. It can be damp-wiped clean; never "Green Acres." Both these for establishment of diplomatic accepting larger families on re40-Harbor
such functional communities.
41 Crown
series are newly tranecerred to relations between her govern- lief rolls, says alderman Karl
needs
refinishing.
As Fox envisions it, each
43-knock
Tuesdays.
ment and India.
44-Sari legally
Mallette. - -community would elect its own
is
"Green
Acres"
46 Passageways
Madame Binh, a delegate to
for children to have a "10 feet Following
Mallette. said it was "just
governing officials and manage
49-Sesame
version_of
"laughhillbilly
the
theParis
-talks
en
Vietnam,
La
eelfsahnews-for-paTle
fiEliClisortenc
attall" -1121y,
plan
ffies. 'mn of the
its o
substenciss
month, for their parents. In" called "Hee Haw." And spoke Sunday at a luncheon have too many children if they
powers and responsibilities of
be
Haw"
will
following
"Hee
Children, think of things you can
given,, in her honor by the can't afford it" Increased un53 Eieverage
these new communities would Dear Editor:
54-Growing out of
A teen age girl, practicing sincerely do or say to your the cornball situation comedy, Communist-dominated "Citizens employment has resulted in a
be passed upward from the
55-Uncooked
typing,
let me see this following parents which will make them "To Rome with Love," about Committee."
22 per cent rise in the number
counties and municipalities;
DOWN
fell "10 feet tall" and don't be an American family that moves She was to meet Tuesday of welfare recipients over a
others would be passed down- -article, _entitled:
1 -Small rug
surprised if your parents offer to 'Italy when the father. a with Premier Indira Gandhi.
year ago.
ward from the states," he
2-Ventilate
you anything you want " up to
explained.
'THE YOUNG AND OLD"
half their kingdom". But don't be
The importance of this
concept, the Iowa economist 'If I do not believe as you foolish, like one young girl who
says, is that "the areas and believe, it proves that you do not ask for "the head of John the
populations involved would be believe as I believe and that is all Baptist-. Ask for something very
reasonable that your parents can
within the human scale."
it proves!, was once said by one
afford. Start a "10 feet tall" day
Many Cities Too Big
of America's greatest writers of
As things stand now, many independence, Thomas Paine. immediately. "Honour thy
father and mother" ( Eph. 6:2).
cities have become so big their
Today, American youth are
residents have no sense of ‘struggling for a new in- Avery Courtney
commimity, and no feelings of dependence, an independence of 522 Brookside Dr.
being in charge of their own mind, not of matter. And they Mayfield Ky.
s.
have taken the world apart and
When several layers of have examined it, piece by piece,
bureaucracy
are interposed color by color, religon by religon,
between a citizen and the and youth still believe in it. Some
municipal agencies that sup- have expressed their concern by
posedly exist to serve him, it's acts of love, some by acts of hate,
hard for him to believe that some by acts of fear and others
he's really blessed with self- by anger. As The Rev. Billy
Louie Williams, Jr., Technigovernment, or to feel any Graham has pointed out, They cian, Cypress Springs Resort,
personal responsibility for the are searching for a cause to New Concord, recently comcommunity's problems.
believe in, a flag to follow. Under pleted the two • week factory
Equally destructive of self- which banner will they ultimately service school program at the
contends,
is
government, Fox
Johnson Motors complex in
march?'
FINE FOR
"the fragmentation of our rural
American youth want and need Waukegan, Illinois.
areas into thousands of counties the older generation to guide us
He was part of a class, drawn
and innumerable small towns, until it is time for the 'torch to be from Johnson dealerships threach of which is too small to passed.'
oughout the world, which exexert any significant control
plored the finer points of the
or
is no
past
Visionary? Perhaps. But isn't revival of freshness, vigor and board motors.
Not all of the students' classsome fresh vision needed in a spirit in our great land in the
country that has managed to future. We should all become work was devoted to theory,
work itself into a situation aware of what is going on around however. Inclu
the curwhere nearly 70 per cent of the us. What better teacher do we rieulum was ohnson's famous
"trouble.shof ting" course, with
people are crammed together have than history?
Speaking a: expert instruction on how to
on only one per cent of the an American youth, I am
askir4 quickly diagnose and repair
10( 25
land?
you to help us make it an ever
B(/SW..1ILj
outboard problems.
I
N.
on
—Am,.
better America for our children.' Johnson's
• moM UMW ••••mna 1M*,
service
school,
PLANE CRASHES
staffed by a faculty of 15 exCAIRO (UPI) —A United
While reading her article, perienced outboard "doctors,"
Arab Airways airliner crashed knowing that this girl's article
Is the largest and mOst modern
Sunday on takeoff from Cairo
Abbie 'N Slats
made her parents feel "10 feet a its kind in the world.
International Airport, killing all tall", I got an idea which will
three crew members.
"make it an even better
71447 YER
Airport officials said the America". One of the finest Two-state post office
ARE, HAGGIS!
Soviet-built Antonov 24 was feelings children can give their
TEXARKAN!%,. T
(ex. UPI)
mcvy 4wAll!
---staking practice takeoffs and parents is the "10 feet tail"ACIAlst,
4'lmm-k-4
'
IL4landings when the accident feeling. , And when parents feel the'Pt-only post office in the
occurred.
"10 feet tall" because of United States that straddles a
The officials said the crew- something their children do or state line. It slaves both Texmen regularly
had flown say, It makes them want to do arkana, Tex., and Texarkana,
British-built Cornet jets and something special for their Ark. The site was picked in
were training on the Soviet- children.
1841 when Texas was still a
made plane.
So it will help, in a great way, republic

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
3 Folds
4 Trinket
5 Hurried
6-Symbol tor
silver
7 Poem by
Homer
8-Birds Nome
9-Remains erect
10-Chicken
11.Conpunction
16-Baker's
product
18-Fewest
20-Seed
container
21 -Brief
22-Mountain nymph
23-Cut
25 Put oft
26 Begin
28-Small lump
29-Swiss river
31-Courtyard

A.nswer to Yesterday's Pyrite

2000 MU PROM
moon 3UR MIRA
UMOMMI 00ROOM
OPOUR
MOROM
RMSO 011313
ORO IMMO RIRM
MO
0.091
MO
GIRR onmal MOO
AMOM aum
ORONO
mom
OROU kilRgaBR
0003 Walll ORM
MOM MOO OUUR
32 TOW
35 Small
36 Guides high
note
37 Shade tree
39 M81100145
burning
40 Dance step

710 of church
424
.
43-Asceod
44-Greek letter
45-Yellow ocher
46 Likely
47-Girls name
48.Strtch
51 -Cooled lava
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by Charles M. Schulz

M.

coarizrE STEAM
with stoker, has three
mounted blower radiat
valves, pipes etc. /I
Needs to be removed
down town building by
lit. First 6100 buys all.
F. Kirk or call 753-12E

ZiCX
SHOE
SAimpok

e

A

A%
SHOE STORE

FORTY FEET of roug
benches, fifty feet o
eters& bins and
$25.00 for the lot. Neat
moved by August 1st,
F. Kirk or call 753-121

GERMAN SHEPHERD
pick of seven. To be
ed. Call or see Howard
753-1881, Almo, Kent=

HAND MADE QUILTS.
patterns. Phone 753-478

ADMIRAL
UPRIGHT
freezer. Good coodltios
$125.00. Phone 753-4810
at 300 South 12th Sties.l

CORNET, BARELY use<
son Messinger II CB
Base, antennia, cable i
bile attachments. Call '7

NEONE
over payment of $25.
month on air-conditioni
ly two months old. Pho
)444.

TWO AIR CONDITIOIs
:Freedrich, 1 Fedders.
:BTU's each. Any rem
-offer. Call 753-7532 bel
:tad 7 p.m.

by R. Vaal Buren

PICTURE WINDOW tab
17 nylon braided rug.
lent condition. Cheap.
T53-8157.

1970, 250CC YAMAHA
mires. $300. Mode TX

16 FOOT RUN-A-BOU
with 40 h.p. Johnson mo
trailer. Has electric
One Olive 77 tractor and
disc. One HD7-W Allis
er Dozer, 14488. Phor
9868 days, and 753-3470

BE A KEITUCKriOODWILL
E EOR
I,.*.

ONE BEDROOM house
on 50' x 120' lot. 1051
Patio. Inquire Thelma
Morgan Boat Dock.

131AUTTFUL combine*
FM radio, stereo, reco)
er, television, $150.00.
condition. Phone Paduc
3841, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

s5

••U

GOOD
USED
refr
Single door with freeze
the top. Phone Purye
9949 after 4:00 p.m.

TWO SIAMESE cats, oi
and one female. Pho
1348.

AHEAD

•

Itt

FACTORY BUILT 10
over truck camper. Slat
9075.00. Phone 753-7M

RaP

A-tittegt.

DIPLOMAT

FOR SALE OR =CT
Izallat. 10' a er, 61
maw TRII-7806 or 71/1

iivka

STILL

I'M

POR BALI

A, Mk

Program
Completes

HEY, THAT'LL BE
5
A
WALKING, ON THE
GRASS--

PAGE SEVEN

3-POINT HITCH, 5 focy
duty rotary cutters with
jumper, big gear box az
tall wheel, $325.00. Also
models. New and used
row cultivators. Vinson's
or Co. Phone 753-4892.

•
•
1...•••••,

THERE'S ONE
TRIFLING
TECHNICALITY—

THREE YEAR OLD ma
four weeks old % quarti
filly, saddle and brh
436-2143

RIFLE, BROWNING .2
Safari grade, with 3-9x
scope and Redfield mil
eluding about 100 cai
All in perfect eonditior
1225 Phone Paris, Ten
6813 after 5 pm.

Speak slowly and distinctly when assisting a foreign-visitor.
Remember
ttnte traveler's most lasting memory of your
town or city may be YOU.

LOOT 11 POtM4t

BABY SI1TER for 4 r
child in fey home Mu
own transportatioe. Ca
1819 after 4.30 pm.

"

.•••

10...

••

0 it

.
14

r •

•••

44-walla air-Allitir**1? jp.

WA. p.

7
141
4
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POR SALM

•

gamic's

THE LEDGEft &

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

FOR SALM

REAL ESTATE POE SALE
AUTOS POE SALE
large
KENIANA
SHORES
'
1NI
.
L.NisameastawassozellaCeantitazatialsoosNIPCIMP
NMI AMP, tow wheel drbeb
lake front lots - $7795 to $4,- low allmook bee two lope.
495 - Free water "tap in" - 7111&7880.
1111:
restricted - small monthly
payments at simple 6% inter- 1969 PONTIAC Catalina two
.1-25-C door hardtop with factory air
est. Phone 436-5320.
and all power. 1969 Chevrolet
EENIANA SHORES - Large Impala two door hardtop with
lots in mobile borne section - factory air, and power steerFull price $695 - Lake access ing. Cain and Taylor Gulf Stat- Central water available - ion. Corner of 6th and Main.
$10 down and $10 per month.
3-25-C
3-25-C
Phone 436-5320.
1968 EICAMINO pick-up truck.
WANT TO LIVE in the coun- V8, power steering, like new.
try? One year old three-bed- 1967 Chrysler New Yorker, all
room home, near Almo Heights, power apd air. Cain and Tay5 minutes to Murray. Howard lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
J-28-C and Main.
G. Bucy, 753-1861.
3-25-C

OPPORIID

FOR SALE OR REIM Hama
trailer, 10' a 111, 111
CARPEN'TRY: new or re010611name 283.7806 or 71134221.
is& Far free atimaiseaiD
Angnet-IC Hawley Bucy 492-8120 after $
m.
Aug.-1l-C
FACTORY BUILT 10 ft. cab 9.
over truck camper. Sleeps four. SAWS MAD,lawn mowers amid
$675.00. Phone 753-7850. Trc mall appliances repaired sad
yard tools daimons& $12 R.
GOOD
USED
refrigerator. South 12th Street. Phone I1
Single door with freezer across *067.
the top. Phone Puryear 2473949 after 4:00 p.m.
TFNC
ONE BEDROOM house
on 30' x 120' lot. 1954
Patio. Inquire Thelma
Morgan Boat Dock.

trailer
Alma. FLOOR SANDING and Mali
Smith, lng. new and old floors, won
J-37-P guaranteed, 25 years experience.
John Taylor, Whim Kantoder,
CONIPLETE STEAM Furnace Route 2, 420811; phone 278-21190.
with (taker, has three ceiling
Angust-14
mounted blower radiators. All
Painting.
he
PROFESSIONAL
valves, pipes etc. included
Needs to be removed from tenor and exterior. References
down town building by August !ran estimates. Phone 752-34811.
Aug.-17-C
1st. First $100 buys all. See Ed
F. Kirk or call 753-1283.
COMPLITI MOBILE NOM
3-27-C •
SORVICIL Bills Mobile

SAFTBILT'

THREE-BEDROQX brick ve- 1986 FORD Fairlane two door
neer, living room, dining room, hardtop. V8, power steering,
family room, laundry, eat - in automatic, new tires. Local car.
kitchen, disposal, dishwasher, 1968 Buick Skylark. Power
appliances, central heat and steering and brakes, factory
air. Excellent location. Consid- air. Real sharp. Cain and Tayer any reasonable offer. 401 lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th
3-27-C and Main.
North 10th. 753-7844.
3-25-C

Down the

arden PathBy MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS
In a Garden Magazine a few
days ago, the question was asked,
"What is Gardening?" The answer that was given, was
"Gardening is Experience." That
Is about as apt a reply as could be
Imagined. So I decided to see
what Webster said about experience. He said that experience
"Is knowledge gained by trial, or
repeated trials or obervation."

still plant late snap beans or
carrots or beets?
Roses are at a low ebb right
now. So let them rest and start
feeding again in another month
and give them plenty of water
lbey will take en a fresh star'
and bloom plentifully during thi
fall months until frost.
Did you know that air polluter
scientists are studying the effect:

of plants? Plants absorb carbon
the dioxide and convert it to cargives
also
Webster
bedroom
REDECORATED TWO
1963 DODGE DART two door defhiation of gardening as "the bohydrates for their own use. In
frame on large lot in choice hardtop, GT, local car. 1967 laying out and cultivating land."
the process they give off lots of
location on Woodlawn near Buick LaSabre four door hardI thoroughly agree with him fresh oxygen. Perhaps the anUniversity. To see this and top, power steering and brakes.
that gardening is certainly swer to lots of our pollution
Many other "Multiple Listed" Factory air. Cain and Taylor
learning by doing. No matter bow problems is in having plenty of
properties see or call C. 0. Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
much help you have or how much trees, even in a big city. They say
Bondurant Realty di Tax Ser- Main.
PAINTING, exterior or inter3-25-C material,
many Leaves filter out many of the
how
or
USIYE
ior, by the hour or sob. Free
vice at 100% N. 4th (over Ben
IP. Mt Rh
the only particles that make "Smog"and
made,
are
suggestions
D
I
S
T
R
B
U
W
E
power
WILL
gil
BONNEVILLE,
HOT
1964
RE UND(RS_D
estimates. Phone 427-5581, or
Franklin Store). Office 753that much,of the foreign matter
and factory air. 1967 Ford Cor- way to garden, is to do it.
437-6442.
J-354
9954, Residence 753-3460.
tina, automatic transmission. Somehow, each time you in the air will stick to the waxy
J-24
C
4's
given
any
one
fail
at
or
succeed
I MOW LAWNS. Call 753-4101
Local car. Cain and Taylor Gulf
coating of many leaves. tWe, who
Corner of 6th & Main
Phone 7
or 753-9077.
J-2541
:THREE BEDROOM brick with Station. Corner of 6th and thing, you learn just a little bit have so many trees, are more
fall the extras. Phone 753-4516 Maki.
3-25-C more and gradually you find you fortunate than we realize, we
I MOW LAWNS. Phone 75$TFNC
have acquired a modicum at have a built in purifyer.
SHOE STORE
tither 6:00 p.m
POE
-3.25.?101 or 75341077.
1986 CHRYSLER 300, power knowledge about .one or twc
._TICEO
UTE-. MAKE 167414111
and. ttraosit..CturY plants and thek
KEEP elderly person fit OFFICE SPACE ler-nationil
Hotel, minimum, 600 fillet. Heat zutcrRoLux SALEM & Ser- LekewaY Shores, Inc For fur- air. 1965 Chevrolet convertible,
Then when you feel secure In
Room
and
board.
my
home.
FORTY FEET of rough work
air conditioner furnished. vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. 'tiler details cell Robert IL- RIR V8 automatic. Cain and Taylor your knowledge,some new bug or
call
753-8897.
If
no
answer
all
4-25-P Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
benches, fifty feet of wood
753-3756.
some different condition will
3-25-C Remodelto suit tenant Con- M. Sanders. Phone
night
storage bins and shelving
3-25-C come along and you will find Shareholder
tact Ed Frank Kirk at Diuguida Farmington, Kentucky.
on Main.
Shores
PANORAMA
AT
via writing
$25.00 for the lot. Needs to be UBBER STAMPS made to orAug.-21-C
3-20-C
Lot 110, two room frame cott- 1961 COMET, $100.00. 1962 yourself at a loss as to what to do
moved by August let, See Ed
r. Fast efficient oervice.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Jesepb
al
learning
start
age with electric heat and air Buick station wagon. Power And you have to
F. Kirk or call 753-1289.
hone 435-4238 Monday and LARGE COMMERCIAL build- PAT HACKETT at Fulton Coal
Nianelacotti of Irvington, N.Y.'
lot.
shaded
again.
Nice
over
conditioning.
air.
brakes
and
and
&
Ice
Service
is
now
taking
orsteering
3-27-C
urday and after 5:30 p.m. ing, down town area. 4000 sq.
But there is more to experienei High School has found an un1965 Pontiac, two door hardtop.
feet. Retail outlet, warehouse ders for stoker coal and egg Priced only $4200.00.
y through Friday.
usual way to become a stockGERMAN SHEPHERD puppies,
or office space. Owner will re- coal. Order your winter sup- THREE BEDROOM brick on 1969 Malibu with factory air than just that of learnng how tc
3-28-C
holder: writing. Joseph was
pick of seven. To be registermodel to suite tenant. See Ed ply now. Call 753-1813 or go to Catalina Drive, with water, and power. Two door hardtop. do this or that. It goes deeper. I'
ed. Call or see Howard G. Bucy
CLEAN your saddle. Ex- F. Kirk or call 753-1283. 3-77-C Fulton Coal & Ice Company, sewer, blacktop streets. Priced Just like brand new. Cain and is the wisdom that comes from among a group of students at753-1861, Almo, Kentucky.
408 South Fourth Street, Mur- at only $15,500.00.
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of trials of life and the tolerance tending an annual stockholders
client job, reasonable price.
Financial Cor3-25-C that arises from a better uri• meeting of
3-28-C ll Lori, 753-8949,
3-25-C BUILDING LOTS at Plainview
and Main.
3-28-C VACANT MOBILE home, pri- ray, Kentucky.
vate yard. $70.00 per month.
Acres, Westwood Subdivision
derstanding of others. We find poration. The company awardTWO SIAMESE cats, one male
CALLO
WAY
CHEVROLET
County and Panorama Shores. Pricy 1965
Impala, 327, that people like flowers, have ed one share of stock for the
Also guitar and mandolin for
snvicu OPPIRID
and one female. Phone 753of Education is taking range from $1200.00 to $4500.ic, power steering and
sale. Phone 753-8333. 3-25-NC
their faults and their loveliness best essay on -the meeting
1348.
pplications for position of tea- 00. No down payment required. akes, factory air, good tires,
J-27-C
They all do better under certain timed in by a student. Joseph
THREE-BEDROOM
brick on
✓ at the, Calloway County FOR ALL YOUR Real Estate low mileage. Phone 753-4516
won. His share was worth
evnironment and conditions.
EtgAUTIFUL combination
12 Irwin. Phone 492-8289.
h Schoql. Anyone interest- needs see Freeman Johnson at ter 6:00 p.m.
TFNC
• radio, stereo, record playWe cultivate flowers, we giv $36.50 that day.
3-29-C
may contact the Board's Of- Southside Shopping Center or
er, television, $150.00. In good
1961 RAMBLER station wagon. them every need to help them
3-25-C
ONE
BEDROOM
furnished fice, 200 South 6th Street for call 753-2731.
condition. Phone Paducah 443Good hunting and fishing car. grow and they respond to suet.
* * *
basement apartment. 1966 Pon- pplication forms.
3841, 4:00 to 6:00 pm. J-27-C
3-25-C HOSPITAL BEDS for rent. Call
5.00. Phone 753-4024. J-27-C treatment. Wouldn't it be intiac Catalina convertible for
Hong Kong food imports
teresting to try to stultiva
TFNC
753-1272, or 753-3685.
HAND MADE QUILTS. Lovely
1987 CAMERO 377 - 350 HP, people in the same way? We by
3-25-P
sale. Phone 753-8294.
patterns. Phone 753-4786.
FiONG KONG (UPI)-Hong
WANTED TO RUT
HREE BEDROOM house, car- 4-speed, in excellent condition. flowers and I believe they kn
TWO - BEDROOM unfurnished
J-27-le
port, carpeted, air conditioned. old with black vinyl top, ste- it. Surely if we loved peop Kong imported $467 million
duplex apartment, central heat, WANT TO BUY a 28 inch im- vailable now. Located 1621 reo tape. Phone 75341759 or
worth of food in 1969, of
ADMIRAL
sufficiently, they would know i which
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$100 Million Aluminum
Plant Set At Henderson
FRANKFORT, KY. UPI-Gov.
Louie B. Nunn today announced
that a $100 million Anaconda
Aluminum Corp. plant will be
built in southern Henderson
County and will hire an initial
work force of more than 800
employees.
In his announcement climaxing
a round of secret negotiations
between the governor and top
company officials, the governor
said,"It is my considered opinion
that this area will soon become
the aluminum-reduction center of
the world."
He said the plant, scheduled for
completion in 1973, initially will
produce 120,000 tons of primary
aluminum a year. He said it
would have the potential to be
enlarged to twice that capacity.
Nunn said he anticipated that
the surrounding area near the
plant site, about three miles
north of Sebree, would attract a

considerable amount of "satellite
industry."
The governor told newsmen
that such advantages as
"plentiful power supply, good
labor force, attractive living
conditions, and a receptive attitude toward business" help
induce Anaconda to locate in
Kentucky.
"Natural resources, including
mineral coal deposits, and water
coupled with the labor force and
the geqgraphical location were
some of the contributing forces,"
Nunn added.
State administration officials
wrapped a cloak of secrecy
around the negotiations because
they said they were afraid a
premature disclosure could
jeopardize their chances of
landing the industry.
Joseph B. Woocllief, Anaconda
president, appeared with the
governor at the news conference.
State Commerce Commissioner
Paul Grubbs and other state
officials also were on hand.

TIMES -

Funeral Is Monday
For Mrs. Waldrop
Funeral services for Mrs.
Bessie Waldrop of 1603 Ryan,
Murray, will be held Monday at
two pm,at the Coldwater United
Methodist Church with Rev. John
Jones and Rev. Alfred Cobb officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Bazzell Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Max H.
Churchill Funeral Home where
friends may call.
Mrs. Waldrop, age 81, wife of
the late Tommy Waldrop, died
Thursday at 5:05 a.m. at the
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
Survivors are four daughters,
Mrs. Pauline Cobb of St. Louis,
Mo., Mrs. Emily Jones of Benton
Route 'Three, Mrs. Gracie Nell
Hanley of Benton Route Eight,
and Mrs. Rebecca Jo Burkeen of
Taylor, Mich.; three sons,
Recliord Waldrop of Warren,
Mich., Robert Waldrop of
Murray, and Charles Waldrop of
West Lake, Ohio; nineteen
grandchildren; twenty-one great
grandchildren.
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Withdrawal Of 1625
From Vietnam Begins

Friaay at the division's headBy BERT W. OKULEY
SAIGON (UPI)-A group of quarters at Camp Evans. "We
1,625 men of the U.S. 1st are disappointed that we didn't
Marine Division began with- get to stack him up around the
drawing Friday from bases in
Harrison said the base could
the northern sector ell alliouth
Vietnam, returning to Camp have withstood a ground assault
Pendelton, Calif., as part of the but that the decision was made
Nixon Administration's latest to abandon it and attack the
cutback of American strength Communists in jungles around
it with air and artillery fire.
in the war zone.
Tae withdrawal of the Ma- Elsewhere in South Vietnam,
rines, who first came to the U.§.. command reported
Vietnam in March, 1965, is part fighting to be light and
of a 50,000-man reduction that scattered late Thursday and
of early Friday. Communists
number
will cut the
Americans here to 384,000 by shelled 16 targets overnight, the
Oct. 16. An additional 100,000 conunand said, and B52 Stratoare to be withdrawn between fortress flew six missions along
October and May 1, 1971. As of South Vietnam's western border
STRATEGY SEILSICSS - Z.C. Ent', right, Calloway County Deka &Urine'for the Beans for Bucks
July 16, there were 408,600 U.S from the Demilitarized Zone in
Owensboro,
publicity chairs= ke the event, recently polished off
for Ford dinner, and Joe Wood of
servicemen in South Vietnam. the north to provinces borderfinal details for the county ticket sale campaign. The affair, to be held at 1 p.m. Aug. 7 at the the
The U.S. command said most ing Cambodia northwest of
Owensboro Sportscenter, is designed to raise campaign funds for Lt. Gov. Wendell Ford, who is an
Marines departing Saigon.
of the
announced candidate for the Democratic nomination for governor next May.
Friday were engineers. They In Cambodia, a government
will be followed by other units military spokesman said }Ughof the 1st Division includin
ay Fpur was reopened Friday
three regiments of riflemen.
following repair of a sabotaged
The withdrawal of the Ma- bridge on the road that links
(Continued From Palo I)
rines from the northern quar- e capital of Phnom Pony with
getting a more accurate view of
ter, where several thousand he country's only deep sea
spcsaniegeseseac•gssms:(0-0:00
The problems and
itself."
other Marines will remain on rbor and oil refinery at
limitations of the Purchase Area
S. District Judge James Gor- tional Recreation Area Friday
duty, coincided with the eva-Rompong Som.
National League Standings
are, being studied with priorities don ordered eight of the reto show cause why they should
cuation of the besieged Fire
By United Press International
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Murre
Slept so hard last as
up this morning gr
crick in our neck.
Guess you might cal
sleep M a way,but in
it wears you out sloe!
Lucky the outsid
demonstrated on a
occasions that she 11
dog. She proved the
yesterday when cur
her go take a close
Cotton Tall nibbling
edge of the woods.
She goes down and t
and the Rabbit jump
feet away and stops.
the Rabbit is sure of
it seemed in no gre
move. It finally hop
the underbrush to
puzzlement of Lucky
We well remember Sp
(Continued on Pa

Two Car Accid
Occurs On Sat

A two car accider
vestigated Saturday at
the intersection of Nor
Olive Streets by th
Police Department. r
were reported.
Cars involved were a
four door hardtop drivi
Outland of Murray f
and a 1965 Ford two do
driven by Patye Wall C
511 IsVhitnell, Murray.
The police report
Overcast car was trav
on Olive Street and att
cross North 4th collidin
Outland car going nor-ti
4th Street.
Damage to the Ou
was on the left real
damage to the Overcai
listed on the police ref

time Traffi
- Ahaths Occ
Across Stal

-Prrtiftee-Peessifff

Nine reported we IKs
deaths and a delaye
report raised the state I
year thus far to 563with 566 through this
year.
The fatalities:
YIDDISH: Larry Ch
Slemp; Lucy Wilsor
Cincinnati, Ohio; a
Salyers,17,of London, v
Sunday when their car r
699 in Leslie County it
HADDIX: Henrietty
25, of Quecksand, Ky.,
Sunday in a two-car cc
Ky. 15 near this Brea
Community.
TRAM: Billy Ray tit
of Ivel, Ky., died Sunc
juries he received Satu
two-car collision near t
County Community on
SOMERSET: John(
of King's Mountain, I
killed Sunday when his
off U.s.'27 in eulaski
miles south of Somerse
LAFAYETTE: Anthoi
Coombs, 19, of LaFar
killed in a car-tractor
Saturday on a rural
County road near here.
HOPKINSVILLE: Its
Henderson, 74, of Kirks
Ky., died Saturday of
suffered July 18 in a t
collision on Ky. 107,
north of Hopkinsville in
County.
NICHOLASVILLE:
Leslie Fisher, 18, of
sburg, was killed Saturc
his car ran off Ky. 169 ar
two cars, a truck and a
two miles east of Nich
Jackson: Maurice Whit
52, of Lost Creek, Ky.,
Saturday five miles
Jackson in Breathitt Col
car-bus collision on Ky.
CAIRO: Thomas Engl
Clay, was killed last
when his car ran off U.S
southern Henderson C4111

